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THE SOUTH CENTRAL KENTUCKY HISTORICAL AND GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY,
INCORPORATED
P. O. Box 157 Glasgow, Kentucky 42142-0157
ON THE COVER
Glasgow, Scotland?
Glasgow^ Virginia of Rockbridge County, VA?
Glasgow, Virginia of Amftcrst County, VA?
Which of these was Glasgow, Kentucky named for?
On the cover is a map showing two of the Glasgows in
question - Glasgow in Rockbridge CO; VA and a little town
called Clifford in Amherst County, VA which was once
called Glasgow also*
Do you like mysteries? Then read the article "A Tale of
Four Glasqows" in t/xis issue.
South Central KT Historical 8C GeneaCogicaC Society
Post Office Box 157
Glasgow, KT 42141-0157
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Correspondenc# of any nature concerning business with our Society is to be
addressed to the Society at the address shown above. Please enclose a large SASE If
reply is requested or needed. Members' queries and genealogical and historical
informationfor publication in "Traces" is sincerely appreciated. Queries will be published
as space permits. See the back page for membership information.
Ifyou have any genealogical materials or books you no longer need of a historical
or genealogical nature, would you consider donating them to the South Central KY
Historical and Genealogical Society? They would be preserved for other researchers and
deeply appreciated. Please contact Martha P Reneau, Editor, 662 Beaver Valley Road,
Glasgow, KY 42141.
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'THIS AND THAT" - By Editor, Martha P Reneau
This Issue; This is our last issue for 1996 and always our largest. It contains the index for
this year's names. Also, for the first time in several years, you will note that there is a
master list of who our membership is researching. Look through the list and perhaps you
will be able to find some one else looking for the same people who have been hunting for
all your life! Thanit you for all your contributions throughout the year. If you have not yet
sent information for publication to the Society ... why not put that on your New Year's
Resolutions for 1996?
Comments and Compliments; Dolores "Jackie" Towner recently wrote us a kind letter
thanking us for our article on HENRY HAYS which led to her discovering another lady
who was working on the same line. She also gave us the following information about our
cover last issue showing Aunt FANNY HALL HARLOWS Spring House. She writes: "In
regard to the HALLS, your picture of course caught my eye ... NAOMI HALL, daughter of
LEONARD HALL I, married ANDERSON HARLOW, 21 April 1804 in Barren County and on
21 February 1808 FANNY HALL married WILLIAM HARLOW, with the consent of JOHN
HALL, who I would suppose was her father. I am not sure as to the relationship between
LEONARD I and JOHN. LEONARD did have a son by the name that I know of. There was
another marriage 22 Jan 1811 of a PEGGY HALL to THOMAS HARLOW, again consent of
JOHN HALL and one more of a CLARINDA HALL to SAMUEL HARLOW 27 Nov 1827." You
will find a biographical write up on the three LEONARD HALLS in this issue.
Mr ROGER E HARLOW B67066, Logan Correctional Center, Box 1000, Lincoln, IL
62666 would like to have information on Aunt Fannie also. His grandfather, EZRA C
HARLOW was from KY and was married to JOSEPHINE MANSFIELD.
SANDY SANDERSON LONDON, 3 Oleander Drive, Northport, NY 11768 recently
wrote thanking the historical society for our efforts. She offered congratulations on the
latest edition of Traces ... "I can't tell you how much I look forward to each issue. As a
writer myself (both for business and as a suspense novelist), I also appreciate how much
effort goes into the planning and preparation of such a publication." Thanks, Sandy!
MARGARET LESTER HILL wrote that the Mary Ball Washington Museum in
Lancaster, VA is now open only Wed through Fri, 10 to 6, and Saturday, 10 to 3.
Membership Renewals: KEN BEARD noted that some members have apparently lost track
of their membership dues and paid several years in advance. He advises you look at your
mailing label to determine membership status. He v/ill post the year through which you
have paid. Those who have paid through 1996 should up-date their membership now in
order to receive the Spring 1996 issue. Address corrections requested.
Pioneer Certificates: We have had several queries about this program. It has temporarily
been discontinued. Thank you to all of you who applied and received certificates.
General Information: POLLY BLOCK, Hearthspun Publishers, 476 North Third West
Street, American Fork, Utah 84003 (and a new member) informed us that the Summer
Shade Post Office, which was across the street I believe from the little country store was
run by EDWAD PEDIGO who lived in the big house up the street with posts on the long
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porch. PEDiGOS ran the post office for years. Later, BILLY J PEDIGO who ran the post
office in Summer Shade was made postmaster of the Edmonton post office in about 1980.
Congratulations! To member, Michelle B Gorin of Glasgow. Michelle, age 18, whose
book, Barrren's Black Roots Vol 3, is one of a series of the old slave and Black records of
South Central KY, recently won first place among a large number of entries in a contest
sponsored by the Historical Confederation of KY in the category of Family Histories.
Donations: We would again like to ask our members to consider the South Central KY
Historical and Genealogical Society as a respository for any genealogical records or
books you may have and have no further need of. (t would be greatly appreciated and
would help so many others who are looking for their families in this area! If you have any
questions or would like to send something to the society, please contact Martha P
Reneau, Editor, 662 Beaver Valley Road, Glasgow, KY 42141. Thank you!
BELL CEMETERY
Located on top of a hill, 1/4 mile west of the road (west of farm pond), SE1/4 SE 1/4, Sec
6, T68N R16W, West Grove Township, Davis County, Iowa. The Old Bell house was across
the road on the east. Silas Bell, listed on the original land entries for the then Fabius
Township, now West Grove Township. "Silas Bell, Sept 28, 1864 - 40 acres." Cemetery
was read by Verle & Peggy Arnold, Nov 4,1987. Eleven stones, all flat on the ground, In a
pasture. Cemetery is not fenced.












Died Feb 16,1866, Aged 33y
Died Sept 8,1868. Aged 28y 6m 14d. Wife of
J T BUTTON (daughter of DRURY CLARK)
Died June 8,1861, 4?, 1y 6 mo 26d.
Died July 23,1870, Aged 7m 4 days. These two were
on the same stone, children of J H & F J BYBEE.
Wife of D, died Sept 16,1874. Aged 76y 3m 19d
(born 1799 - wife of DRURY CLARK)
Died Mar 3,1860. Aged 4y 20 d )
Died Nov 1,1862?, Aged 6y 9 m ?d )
(On same stone, children of W W CLARK)
Wife of BENNET LYON & dau of J S & A J
WILLAUGHBY, died Dec 16,1863. Aged 18y 10m 7 d.
Married Dec 6,1861.
Dau of J S & A J WILLAUGHBY. died Dec 12,1863
Aged 12y 6m 6d (stone in two pieces)
Dau of J S & A J WILLAUGHBY, died Dec 14,1867,
Aged 4y 1m.
Dau of J S & A J WILLAUGHBY, d? Aged 86 2d.
(Stone In two pieces)
of M G 8i M H WORKMAN, died Feb 4,1871.
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PR C C HOWARD
Submitted by Mr. Charles Winingor, Glasgow, KY.
I wish to submit these minutes for publication. I received these minutes
from LOUISE THOMERSON just a few months before her departure from this life.
She was secretary to the Barren County Historical Society throughout its
existence, 1960 to 1970. She did a marvelous job writing up these minutes. Of
special Interest are the "humorous happenings" of the medical career of Dr C C
HOWARD. He did have the audience laughing much of the time. That is what I
would like to dwell on here. It has been 26 years but I think I remember every word
he said.
He said an old man came down from Greensburg. He was sitting In
the waiting room with a towel around his neck, in that towel was radium that cost
$5,000 (radium was once used as a topical treatment in which it was wrapped In a
towel and applied directly to the patient's body). After a while they missed that old
man. The boys that brought him down thought that he had waited long enough
and that they would just take him home. What had been feared most was that he
would take off the towel and throw it in the fire. Somebody in the office or
somewhere around volunteered to take his car and catch up with them. They
caught up with them at Green River just before they got to Greensburg. They did
retrieve the "radium" and brought him back.
Then he told about a boy that they were operating on for tonsilitis. They got
one tonsil out, and the boy said that he had blood In his mouth and he wanted to
spit. He told the boy to go right there in the toilet. The boy went into the toilet
They waited a while and the boy didn't come back. He told his partner to go in and
see about the boy. He went in and the boy wasn't there and the window was up.
He went to the window and he saw a lady out there. He asked the lady if she had
seen a little boy. She said, I saw a little boy. He went through my yard like a race
horse. He is gone. He said it took about a week to get the boy back and get the
other tonsil out
Another story he told was about a man from Smiths Grove who had an
accident and his arm was severed from the body. I can't remember if he drove the
car to Glasgow or somebody brought him. He came in the office with that severed
arm holding it with his other arm. It scared all the girls out of the office. Since he
was a salesman he said, doctor, if you will install a telephone in my room I will
make enough money to pay the doctor bill. He surely was selling something, they
did install a telephone In his room, and he made enough money to pay the doctor
bill and more.
One of the best stories he told was operating on a woman at Stovall
Crossing. He asked If anybody there knew where Stovall Crossing was. Several
people held up their hands. He met two other doctors there. They operated on the
woman on the kitchen table. After they had operated on the woman he started out
the back door to get a breath of fresh air. A lady took him by the arm and said
"Doctor, don't go out there, there is a man out there with a shot gun, and says he
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will kill everybody there If she doesn't wake up." He said I went back into the
house and stayed until she was good and awake.
Then he told about going to Sand Cave to try to rescue FLOYD COLLINS. It
was 65 ft or 165 ft. I don't remember. When they got ready they told im that he
could go down, when they got down there with all that blasting that was done
around there, the rock and dirt had fallen down around him, and only his head
was exposed. He looked like he had been dead for a week. He turned around with
the water dripping and the crickets chirping and made his way back to the
surface. He told them up there that COLLINS had been dead a week. The only
thing they could do was to get a minister and have a funeral there. He said one
man walked up to him and said, "Doctor, how about you going down there and
cutting his head off and bringing it back up here." He said, "Mister, you have been
around here too long. You need to go back home and get some sleep."
I still find humor and sympathy with the trials of the early Dr C C HOWARD
as he pioneered his profession in Glasgow. I hope that you have found the same
as the facts are recounted here. (Printed in the Glasgow Daily Times, Tuesday,
June 20,1995).
LEONARD HALL I. II and III
Submitted by IVIrs Norman Towner, 754 Alberta Ave., Nyssa, OR 97913-5002
The first LEONARD HALL known to us, hereafter designated as LEONARD I,
was born about 1758 in Frederick Co, MD. Little is known of his early life. It is
recorded that he took part in the French Indian War about 1758. He received some
land grants in Fayette Co KY. His claims were entered in 1780, but not surveyed
until 1783 and 1784 according to Survey Books C and D, page 158 and 163. He
had three parcels, one for 1000 acres, and two at 400 acres each, all surveyed by
DANIEL BOONE. If he ever lived on this land is unknown. All his children were
born in Bedford Co VA. He married JOANNA LETTON, daughter of CALEB
LETTON and GRACE BURTON. She was born 7 July 1832 in MD and died 11 Sept
1819 in Barren Co KY. (They moved to Barren Co in 1793). Their children were all
named in a suit brought by one of his heirs, daughter, NAOMI against the others,
after his death in January of 1809 in Barren Co.
1. GRACE, born ca 1751, md PETER FORQURAN, Jr 15 Oct 1776, died
Montgomery Co KY after 1840.
2. ELIZABETH born ca 1753, md JAMES WILLIAMSON, 28 June 1773, died
ca1812.
4. CALEB b 22 Sept 1755, md ELIZABETH FORQURAN MASTIN, 11 May
1776, died Dec 1838, Bourbon Co KY.
5. ^LEONARD b 1758, md WINNY BARNETT, died 1808, Barren Co.
6. RUTH b 1760, md SAMUEL RENICK, 1 Apr 1796, d Lafayette Co Mo.
7. HENRY b ca 1763, md SALLY HUGHES, 5 Mar 1785, d ca 1813, Natchez,
MS.
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8. JOANNA b 1764, md JOHN HARDWICK, Jr, 1 Jan 1784, d before 1819.
9. SARAH b 1766, md WILLIAM WHITTON, 20 Feb 1786.
10. MAHLON b 1768, md ELIZABETH WICKLER, 1794.
11. NAOMI b ca 1772, md ANDERSON HARLOW, 21 Apr 1804.
12. PRUDENCE b ca 1774, md HENRY RENICK, 15 Sept 1794, d 30 Nov
1852, Lafayette Co MO.
(Sources: Bedford Co VA Marr Rec; Bourbon Estates B.29, FORQURAN, PETER,
Sr; Circuit Case 325, Barren Co KY; Bedford Co VA Will, WOODWARD, RICHARD).
LEONARD II
LEONARD HALL II apparently came to Barren Co KY about 1793 with his
father. The record of his marriage has not been found, his wife is named in the
court case mentioned above, and other sources, she being WINNIE (probably
WINEFRED) BARNETT, daughter of EDWARD BARNETT and CHARITY ... She was
born ca 1762 and died 1836 in Barren Co KY. LEONARD died ca 1808 in Barren Co
before his father's death as his children were named as Heirs in court case.
1. NEAL d 14 June 1847, Warren Co KY, md JUDY WOODSON, 17 Aug 1807,
md (2) SOPHIA FERRIS.
2. ABSALOM md SALLY SCOTT, 11 Sept 1799.
3. ^LEONARD b ca 1793, Lincoln Co KY, md BETSEY HAYS, 25 May 1819, d
ca 1855, Hart Co KY.
4. WINNY
5. BARNETT md BETSEY COONEY, 22 May 1816, Mercer Co KY.
6. EDWARD
7. CALEB md LUCY MIZE, 29 May 1827
8. CHARITY md NEAL DENNIS 1825
9. ELIZABETH md JOHN DENNIS
(Sources: Barren Co KY Marriage Recs; census, 1810, 1820, 1830 Barren Co KY;
Barren Co Equity Case.)
LEONARD III
LEONARD came to Barren Co as a very young child with his parents, apparently
from Lincoln Co KY where he was born. He married ELIZABETH (BETSEY) HAYS
27 May 1819 in Barren Co. BETSEY was born 25 Aug 1802. Her parents, HENRY
HAYS and ELIZABETH CABINESS were also early pioneers of Barren Co. She died
22 May 1876 in Crawford Co KS. LEONARD died ca 1855 in Hart Co KY. Most of
their children moved to Crawford Co KS.
1. JAMES L b ca 1823 md THEODOSIA CAVIN
2. ANDREW M b 1826, md SARAH F —
3. ?JOHN C b 1830, d before 1840
4. RALPH PETTY b 26 May 1834, md SARAH C HODGES, 18 Nov 1858.
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5. RICHARD HAYS b 16 July 1830 md MYRA BABCOCK, d 1 Jan 1898,
PIttsburg, KS
6. ESTER FRANCES b 17 Mar 1840, md JAMES HENRY HOUK, 1 Mar 1860,
d 25 Nov 1928, PIttsburg, KS.
7. D F (DOCK) b 1842, md JULIA
8. LUCY C b 1845, md WILLIAM DUNCAN, 1865.
9. ELIZABETH md JOHN DENNIS Rec, 1841-1854.
(Sources: Census, 1820, 1830, 1840 Barren Co KY, 1850 Hart Co KY, Barren Co
KY Marriage Rec; Hart Co KY Vital Records; Hart Co Tax Records).
A TALE OF FOUR CITIES NAMED GLASGOW
The following was taken from the Sept 3,1995 Issue of the Glasgow Daily Times in
the Society's weekly historical and genealogical columns authored by Sandi
Gorln.
History is often seen through the eye of the beholder and we weren't there.
However, It is Interesting to look back through the pages of time in order to make
a small attempt to see what we hope was our history.
On page 7 of Times of Long Ago, FRANKLIN GORIN makes the follovinng
statement which has stirred great interest and controversy since it was penned in
the 1870's. "The town received its name from Glasgow, Virginia and not Glasgow,
Scotland." GORIN was of course, the first white child born in Barren County. His
maternal grandfather, JOHN FRANKLIN was from Amherst Co VA and had settled
in Barren County in 1798. The late noted Glasgow eductor, EDWIN BURCH
TERRY, also vwote that our fair city was named for Glasgow, VA. However, in
Perrln's History of Kentucky it is stated that JOHN MATTHEWS, also an early
settler in our county, was from Glasgow, Scotland and the one v»rtio named the
town.
Imagine the surprise when It was learned that Glasgow, VA, lying in
Rockbridge County, and thought to be possibly the town GORIN had referred to,
was a newer town than our own Glasgow, KY. That seemed to prove that our city
had been named for Scotland rather than Virginia, right? Well, perhaps not
GORIN states that JOHN MATTHEWS came to Barren County around1799. His
name appears on the tax books in 1801 - which would have been taxes for the
year 1800. Now let us look back to our Virginia roots. Rockbridge County, VA,
where lies one Glasgow, was formed in 1778 from parts of Augusta and Botetourt
Co. Albemarle County, VA was formed in 1744 out of Goochland and Louisa
Counties and In 1758, Amherst County, VA was split off from Albemarle.
Amherst Co was the homeland of many familiar Barren Co families. Our
county records reads as a roll call of taxpayers from Amherst. In the book entitled,
The Deeds of Amherst County, Virginia, 1761-1807 and Albemarle County,
Virginia 1748-1763, by Rev. BAILEY FULTON DAVIS, copyright 1979 by Rev SILAS
EMMETT LUCAS Jr, Southern Historical Press of Easiey, SC, the reader will find
deeds involving the following: GABRIEL PENN, AMBROSE LEE, JOSEPH
BALLENGER, AARON HIGGINBOTHAM, THOMAS POWELL, REUBEN HARRISON,
OBADIAH BRITL various PAGE'S, JOHN FRANKLIN, JOHN MATTHEWS, SAMUEL
MURRELL, WILLIAM EDMUNDS, WADDY THOMPSON, ISAAC TINSLEY, JOHN
HOGG, the CRUSE family, BRIDGEWATERS and man^ more. In looking at the
deeds of Amherst Co, we find among others, reference to Deed Book A, page 42
dated 27 April VTBl from JOHN DEMPSEY to GEORGE MILLER ... Glasgow
merchants. Deed Book K, page 83 references JOHN MATTHEWS and wife JANE of
Barren Co KY in a deed. On page 306, dated 15 Feb 1796 of Deed Book G, the
author adds the following comments reference a deed to DAVID S GARLAND.
(This deed was vi/itnessed by JOEL FRANKLIN, GEORGE & WILLIAM PENN) "I
have not attempted to trace the title to the property in the village of Clifford where
GARLAND built his pretentious brick home, but I am inclined to believe that this is
the estate. My wife has been in the house and says that it is one of the most
interesting house in Amherst Co, The^ once held races at Clifford then (called)
NEW GLASGOW - and this was the center of activity in the county." Lo and
behold, there was a second Glasgow, VA- this sitting in Amherst with the oldest
reference being in 1782; a mere 36 years before Glasgow, KY was named. The
town had later been renamed to Clifford. I also noted that this was a horseracing
center and the old MURRELL family from Amherst were invoved in horse racing in
Barren Co at Merryoaks.
The 1902 atlas of the US shows Clifford with a population of 21; the 1979
references state it had a population of 100. Looking at the map, Clifford lies on a
direct line to the east of Glasgow VA in Rockbridge Co, approximately 20-30 miles
away. It appears from the deeds in Amherst that many, if not all, of our Barren Co
citizens from Amherst had lands centered around this Glasgow. I am wondering if
GORIN, with a keen interest in history, had not queries not only his father, JOHN,
but his grandparent FRANKLIN'S about their lives in the old Dominion.
Well, what was Glasgow, VA, aka Clifford named for? Most likely Glasgow,
Scotland, our fourth Glasgow. So, we have NOT shattered any Scottish heritage of
our Glasgow, KY in the least We can stiU proudly give honor to our Scottish
ancestry, participate in the wonderful Highland Games, and be very proud of our
roots. But, perhaps by finding this reference to Glagow, VA, in a time frame and
location that is most logical, we can also exhonorate GORIN and TERRY and
others who have long held to the fact that they were correct in their statements."
Cecil Goode recently published an article showing the naming of the
Glasgow in Rockbridge VA and others. He had traveled to the area some years
back and talked to historians in the area. It appears that both Glasgow, VA and
Clifford, VA now exist, one on each side of the highway. It is also noted that the
reference to Perrin's History on the MATTHEWS family, written in the 1880*s was
the biography of JOSEPH W MATTHEWS, son of Allen and LUCY JANE
BROWNING MATTHEWS, grandson of JAMES MATTHEWS and ELIZABETH
STRAWTHER, great grandson of JOHN MATTHEWS. Joseph was the fourth
generation of Matthews here when the biography was written.
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BILLINGSLEY
The following was submitted by Donald Gentry, 51 Cube Cove, Juneau, Alaska
99850-0360.
JAMES BILLINGSLEY 1778-1864
James Billingsiey was born in August, 1778, in Rutherford County, North Carolina.
He was born the forth child of six children born to his parents, John and Jean Milsap
Billingsley.He moved with his parents to Onslow County. North Carolina and then
'Washington County Tennessee.
He married Rebecca Hale, probably in Washington County. Tennessee, prior to 1799.
Rebecca was born in Virginia in1779. She is said to be the sister of Ruth Hale and
Alexander Hale. They resided in Washington County, Tennessee, and eventually
moved to Roane County, Tennessee, where they resided for some years. All of their
children were born in either Washington or Roane Counties, Tennessee between
1799 and 1822. They were as follows: Nancy born 20 Feb 1799; John H., born in
1801; George Hale, born 16 Jan 1803; James, born, Dec 1804; Jane, born in 1808;
Mary S., born in 1810, Elizabeth Dorantha. born in 1812; Sarah Ann. born in 1817;
Rebecca, born 8 May 1820; Samuel, born June 1821: and Lucinda Ruth, born Feb
1822.
The family moved to Monroe County Kentucky around 1830. Rebecca died in Monroe
County Kentucky in 1859. James survived her and was living in 1864. but was not
listed on the 1870 census, and is presumed to have died prior to 1870. James was a
farmer, and is said to have been a member of the Fraternal Order of Mason's. The
house and farm that he founded in Roane County Tennessee passed to his son John




The following was contributed by Polly Block, 475 North Third West Street,
American Fork, Utah 84003.
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NEWS ON THE INTERNET
If there Is enough interest among our readers, we wiU^ beginning next year,
bring you upite deta on all the genealogical assistance you can get on the
Internet For those of you already using these facilities, here are three bulletin
boards that will TREMENDOUSLY help you in your researching:
KYROOTS is a very active bulletin board for those searching for KY
ancestors. To subscrit>e E-mail to RRHOGAN@UKCC.UKY.EDU. No subject line; in
the body of the message type "SUBSCRIBE KYROOTS."
TN ROOTS is available by E-mailing to MAISER@rmgate.pop.indiana.edu.
Type only SUB TN ROOTS. There is not s much activity on this bulletin board as
yet
MID-^LAIN ROOTS covers IL, MO, Arkansas and NB. Subscribe by E-mail to
MAISER@rmgate.pop.mdiana.edu with message SUB MID-PLAINS-ROOTS. This
again 4oes not have quite as much activity as KYROOTS.
As always, there is no charge for bemg on^ aoy^ of these buUetia boards.
They are available for every state m the-umon-and the-response is-tremendous!
Sandi
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NEW BOOKS AVAILABLE TO OUR READERS
History of Finney-Rocky Hill, Barren County, Kentucky, by Logan (Lart7) Calhoun.
Hard red cover, gold lettering, ivory paper, 8 1/2 x 11,136 pgs, 25 photos, 3 maps.
Over 400 surnames Indexed. The history is revealed thru early deed transactions,
church & cemetery records, military records from the Rev War to World War II,
school records 1897-1905, Glasgow newspaper articles 1870-1900, old Federal
census reports, & many other sources. The areas of Buck Creek, Coles Bend,
Finney and Rocky Hill are covered. No envelope or postage charges if picked up
at the house. Limited edition of 150 copies. Available mid December 1995. Copies
reserved on a first subscriber basis. Checks not be cashed until book is in the
mall. A non-profit venture, price helps defray a portion of the costs. Order from
Logan E Calhoun, 10547 Finney Road, Glagow, KY 42141. Telephone: 502/646-
3339. $20.00 pius $3.00 shipping and handling.
The Crenshaws of Kentucky. 1800-1995. By Henry C Peden, Jr. A genealogy of the
Crenshaws who migrated to KY from VA & settled in the southcentral counties of
Barren & Metcalfe circa 1800. The descendants of JOHN CRENSHAW and
BENJAiVIIN CRENSHAW. African-American Crenshaws also included. Related
families include: ALLEN, ARNETT, BEARD, BIRD, BRADSHAW, DEARING, DICKEY,
DUKE, FRANKLIN, GOAD, HORD, JACKSON, LOVE, MAUPIN, MITCHELL, IVIUNDAY,
PACE, PARRiSH, PEDEN, ROGERS, SLEIVIMONS, STOCKTON, TAYLOR, TWYMAN,
WILLIAMS and more. Paperback/softbound, 202 pages, indexed. Order from Henry
C Peden Jr, 707 Bedford Road, Bel Air, MD 21014-4424. $18.00 pius $2.00 postage.
GORIN GENEALOGICAL PUBLISHING
205 Clements Avenue - Glasgow, KY 4211-3409 E-Mail: sgorin@srctc.biue.net
(Prices include S8tH), KY residents include 6% sales tax.
Afro-American Marriaoe Index. Barren Co KY, Surames A thru L. 1799-1933.
Michelle B Gorin. Bride & groom, year married. 1,455 marriages, 58 pages. $7.00.
Another Look At Jacob's People, from Jacob's People by Kenneth H. Lee, by
permission. Includes bio of JACOB LOCKE, membership & history of Good Spring
Church In Edmonson County, Edmonson Co marriages, county court records &
circuit court records. Full-name index added, maps, 195 pages. $27.00.
From the Silent Grove. Edmonson Co KY. By permission of Kenneth H Lee.
Extensive records of the Mammoth Cave & Silent Grove Baptist Churches, of
Edmonson Co, interviews, family tree on BLAIR, LEE, ROUNTREE & other families.
An excellent source. 90 pages, $12.00.
Lauaherv Family. Vol 2. The Scotch-Irish roots who descended from JEREMIAH
LOCHRY, PA before 1740. $7.00.
Male Marriage Index Book of Barren Co. 1799-1933. Surnames A through L. Year
of marriage, name of bride & groom. 11,527 entries, 228 pages, $27.00.
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BALES-PEDIGO: When my grandmother, MATTIE MAY BRADLEY BALES, whose
mother was ESTELLA GREEN PEDIGO from Good Luck, Metcalfe Co, died in 1963,
she left me all the old family photos. All pictures were identified but one man, she
did not know who it was. Mattie May married a 1/8 breed Cherokee Indian whose
family came from Arkansas and earlier TN, near Murfreesboro, Rutherford Co. The
man in the picture may be Indian, a very handsome man. Can anyone identify
him? Legend has it that in about 1750 an Irishman by the name of JOHN BALES
who was an officer in the English Navy, settled in the USA and married a Cherokee
girl in early to mid 1800. By legend, she is said to be the daughter of a chief or
prominent member of the tribe, probably in VA. They had one son named JOHN.
But because she was Indian she was forcibly taken on the Trail of Tears. John told
her to go to satisfy the law, but he would sneak her back. He searched and
searched, but never heard of her again. A man in Oklahoma City knew her name
but he Is deceased. Can anyone help me find the wife of John Bales? JOHN
BALES JR died while young in the Mississippi River when their boat caught fire
and he repeatedly returned to the boat to help rescue others. He was married and
left one son, JOHN. This last John ws born TN, married (1) MARTHA ROBERTSON,
then later to HESTER TEFTELLER; moved to Arkansas. Enlisted in the Northern
Army; moved to Texas 18 Dec 1870, died 1884. His son, HENRY DAVID BALES, my
great-grandfather was born in Arkansas 1862, moved to Savoy, TX 1870; md
MARY OLIVE HODGES. (You may contact me for a copy of the photograph of the
unidentified man If you think you may be of help). Thank you. Polly Block, 475
North Third West Street, American Fork, UT 84003.
BERRY: I am a direct descendant of AUGUSTINE BERRY (g-g-g-grandfather);
EPHRIAM BERRY (g-g-grandfather) & ENOCH BERRY (g-g-grandfather); MILTON
BERRY (g-grandfather) and JEFFERSON DAVIS BERRY (grandfather). I need info
on BERRY, CLAYTON, TINSLEY, CHILDRESS, BROWN, FRANCIS & anyone
connected to the Berry line. Also HOGG, HOGUE, CENTER, RICHEY, RITCHEY,
PITCHFORD, FAULKNER, WHITNEY, HOLDER, CARPENTER, HUDSON, FOSTER,
HATCHER, DOWNING, McGUIRE. My husband's g-grandfather was URIAH
WHITNEY - another was JACOB THOMPSON FAULKER who md MARY A
ELIZABETH HATCHER, They are buried at Hickory Flats in Simpson Co KY. J T
FAULKNER served Civil War in TN. He born in Monroe Co, KY, son of BENJAMIN
FAULKNER & MARY GOODMAN. Mary E Faulkner was born Wilson Co TN, dau of
WILLIAM HATCHER (of VA) and CATHERINE PAYNE (of VA). Would like to contact
anyone related to these people. Jeanetta C Pitchford, 979 Stovall Rd, Scottsville,
KY 42164.
CREWS-SHAWS: Will exchange information on CREWS and SHAW families, lived
in Barren Co from about 1805. E L Kinney, MD, 1015 W 47th Street, Miami Bech,
FL 33140-2802.
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CURTIS-WOOD-BARNES-CASTELL: I am searching for mo info on FIELDING
CURTIS SR and his wife CHARITY... cannot find her last name which is unusual.
He was very young when he ieft VA for the old 26th Dist Fort in SC. Stayed there
until war was over. He had several children all born in the Union District. They
were married at the Old Fort after the war and went to Barren Co. He received land
for his war service there. They bought other land. Know of three sons: JOHN,
WILLIAM &MOSES, think there were 2 girls. Fielding Jr md LENNIE WOOD • one
son was JAMES C who was my g-g-grandfather who md SARAH ELIZABETH
ROBINSON. Their children were: SAMUEL THOIVIAS, HARRIET ELIZABETH &
NANCY. Lennle's parents were were JESSE WOOD &REBECCA BARNS. My g-g-
grandfather was a bugler in the Civil War near Clementsville. He died from effects
of measles during the war. Some kind in Tompkinsville, Monroe Co. Thank you.
Pearl Rutledge, 946-17th Ave., Longview, WA 98632-2307.
GOODEN-FANSHER-IVIANN: Seek info on ancestors/descendants of WILLIAM
HENRY GOODEN (b 1847) and ELIZA JANE FANSHER (b 1857) (2nd wife). First
wife was POCAHUNTAS FANSHER. His parents were MARSHALL GOODEN &
CINDY RELLA MANN. Parents of Eliza Jane Fansher were JAMES FANSHER and
ALLIE(?) HISER. All were from Barren and Metalfe counties. Becky Tankersley,
244 Pine Sreet, Jacksonville, IL 62650.
GOTT-SHIPLEY: Researching GOTTS & SHIPLEYS in Warren, Barren & Allen
Counties. KY. THOMAS J GOTT md RACHEL SHIPLEY, dau of NATHANIEL
SHIPLEY &MILLEY PREWITT) in 1832 Barren Co KY. Need Rachel's brothers &
sisters. Is Thomas the son of SUTTON & MARY ... GOTT? Sutton died ca 1850
Warren Co KY. Would like to correspond with other descendants. Thanks! Hazel
Vorls, 2340 S Luster, Springfield, MO 65804 or E-Mail hvoris@mail.orion.org.
HONEYCUTT-CABLE-SANDERSON-DAVIS-NANCE: Seek info on burial spot and
parents of WILLIAM BHONEYCUTT (b ca 1830 NC) and MARY CABLE (b ca 1830
TN). They md ca 1849 and appear in 1850 Barren Co census, along with his
mother, SARAH H. Had at least 10 children, including ANDREW S H, my g-gf (b
1866 KY, died 1963 CA). Also seek info on parents of EDWARD DSANDERSON (b
ca 1807 VA) and JUDITH DAVIS (b 1808 KY), md 1838 Barren Co. Believe her
father was FRANCIS D, brothers, JOHN &WILLIAM. WM DAVIS (b 1810 KY) md
LUCY ANN NANCE (b 1816KY). JOHN D(b ca 1817 KY) md LUCINDA ...? (b 1822
KY). John Davis and Edward Sanderson families migrated to IL. Pis contact Sandy
Sanderson London, 3 Oleander Drive, Northport, NY 11768.
PEDIGO: Seeking descendants &information on descendants of HENRY MARION
(H M"BUCK") PEDIGO, 1840-1897 and ELLEN DEPP PEDIGO 1842-1906, buried
Glasgow Cemetery. Children are HENRY C, ALBERT W, TOM &TONY, all burled
Glasgow Cemetery. Three other children are KATIE, LIZZIE &MARY, buried
elsewhere. Pis write or call collect. Billigene Pedlgo, 253 West Fourth St,
Booneville, AR 72927 (502-675-3478).
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PRIMITIVE BAPTISTS: Are there any membership records for Primitive Baptists
during 1750-1900 Metcalfe Co or SC KY? My great-great grandfather LOUIS T
PEDIGO built a little log cabin church on property next to his own home on
highway 163 east of Edmonton. Is not used to store corn. Upon finishing the
church he went to TN and got a preacher to serve it, deeded the church and land
to the Primitive Baptists. Also my paternal WEBB ancestors were Primitive Baptist
preachers for 5 generations. Any help appreciated. Polly Block, 475 North Third
West Street, American Fork, UT 84003.
SPEAR-SPEER-HAMILTON-DAVIDSON: ABRAHAM SPEAR md SARAH SHULTS
1815 in Cumberland Co KY. Who were her parents? JOHN SPEAR md MARY
SPROWEL in Cumberland Co KY. What happened to them after 1840, who were
their children? BUD DAVIDSON md NANCY L SPEAR, dau of WILLIAM H SPEAR &
ELIZABETH KEEN of Cumberland Co. Who were their children? Last record found
living near Glasgow Junction as farmers. JAMES T HAMILTON md MARY E
GARMON in Cumberland Co. His bros were JOHN and WILLIAM HAMILTON. Who
were their parents? MARY ANN SPEAR came to Cumberland Co ca 1805 with
RICHARD, WILLIAM, BENJAMIN, JOSEPH & JOHN SPEAR who md ELIZABETH
STEELMAN. Who was this MARY ANN, who was her husband and who were her
children? Herman Spear, 5500 S Edgewood Dr, Muncie, IN 47302 (317-289-7520),
TRACY: Am researching my husband's family and would like some info about
ISAAC TRACY, my husband's great-great-grandfather. I saw a copy of his will from
Barren Co Court Dec 1829 listing wife ELIZABETH and chilren NANCY, TIMOTHY,
NELLY, EVAN, FEBE, REBEKAH, ERASMUS and JESSE. Evan, Timothy, Erasamus
(my husband's great-grandfather), Jesse & Elizabeth were in Green Co MO on the
1850 census. Would appreciate any info about Isaac & Elizabeth's parents and
siblings. Need to know where Isaac Tracy was born. Ilene Tracy, 2507 Hart, Dodge
City, KS 67801.
WHEELER: Looking for info on JOSHUA WHEELER who served in the War of 1812
- he may have been my g-g-g-grandfather. My male line is JOSHUA-JOSHUA-
HENRY-ISAIAH-RALPH and myself, age 78. Marshall R Wheeler, 1313 Ardenwood
Road, Austin, TX 78722-1105.
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001 Airhart, Sue H.
002 Allbright, Virginia L.
003 Allen, Genie Pickett
004 Alvis, Phyllis
005 -Anderson, Opal JefB-ies
005b Anderson, Susan Renfro
006 Ashle>', Mrs, Marcus P.
007 Bailey, Elizabeth Emberton
008 Bailey, Mrs. Alice M.
009 Baile>', Nowell Don
010 Bailey, Prof. Robert L.
011 Baker, Ed
012 Bale, Shelby
013 Ballard, Hezel D.
014 Bardin, Juanita
015 Barekman, Mrs. Ruth A.
016 . Bartz, Mrs. Leonard E.
017 Bastien, Paul
018 Beam, Dortha Steenbergen
019 Beam, Maurice E.
020 Bean, Beverly Dickson
021 Beard, Ken
022 Beatty, David A., PE
023 Beatty, Oren A., MD
024 Becker, Julia Drane
025 Benningfield, Arland W.
026 Bertram, Ira H.
027 Bingley, Janice
028 Black, Lois A.
029 BUss,Nancy H.
030 Block, Mattie Eula Webb
031 Boles, Robert G., Sr.
032 Bowles, Edward H.
033 Boyd, Carmen
034 Boyd, Mrs. James R.
035 Brannan, Beverly W,
036 Brantley, Mr. Perry
037 Brown, Mrs. Gloria J. Wilson
038 Brown, Jackie H.
039 Brummett, Mrs. Martha D.
040 Burgess, Martha R.
041 Bush, Mrs. Dennis
042 Butler, Joyce L.
043 Butler, Marion G.
044 Cain, Webb & Nancy
045 Calhoun, L. E.
046 Cannon, W. J.
047 Carpenter, Mrs, Dixie
048 Cassell, Anna Shadoan
049 Catlett, Mrs. Aileen L.
050 Chamberlain, Mary Ed
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051 Chambliss, Don Evans 2210 Sharondale Dr. Nashville, Tn. 37215
051b Chambliss. Ralph Edward 3112 Cedarcroft Dr. Antioch, Tn. 37013
052 Chandler. Emma J. 1813 Potomac Drive Ponca City, Ok. 74601
053 Chapman. Robert B. 1745 S.E. 46th. Lane Apt. 202 Cape Coral, Fl, 33904
054 Christiansen. Mrs. Betty J. 3621 Georgia N E Albuquerque. NM. 87110-1434
055 Clack, Randall Gene 1493 Greencastle Road Mooresvillc, In. 46158-8556
056 Clark, Sarah 524 Central Ave. Lapel. In. 46051
057 Clemens, Mama L. 2216-B Huntington Lane Redondo Beach, Ca. 90278-431
058 Coates. Gayle Mc. 616 West Cedar St. Franklin, Ky. 42134
059 Coffe>. Margie P.O. Box 112 Columbia. Ky. 42728
060 Combs. Shirley 4943 Pleasant Ridge Road The Dalles. Or. 97058
061 Conner. Annice B. P.O. Box 58 Holland, Ky. 42153
062 Cook. Barbara Eubank 1450 Arling Ave. Louisville. Ky. 40215
063 Cook. Laura 1512 W. River Terrace Dr. Johnsburg, 11. 60050-7568
064 Cross, Willie G. 122 Vermont Ave. Cincinnati. Oh. 45215
065 Curl- Man ine Whitson 1I8E. 1st. St-POB75 Addieville, 11,62214-0075
066 Dale. jeffre> 100 Longhom Street Glasgow, Ky. 42141
067 Darnell. Patti 6712 Lakeview Flower Mount, Tx. 75028
068 Davidson, Laveta M. 608 W. Torrance St. Maryville. Mo. 64468
069 Davis. Mrs. Charles H. 380 Donna Ave. Los Alamos, NM 87544
070 Davis. Ellen L. 3740 Oakwood Circle Taylorville. 11. 62586-8944
071 Davis. Margarette 1616 Buena Vista Ave. -Spring Valley. Ca. 91977
072 Davis, Michael J. P.O. Box 102 Pentwater, Mi. 49449-0102
073 De Long, Dorothy 201 N. 15th. Kansas City, Ks. 66102
074 Dean. Lloyd 6770 U.S. 60-E Morehead. Ky. 40351
075 Dearing. Dr. Roger 4160 Citrus Street Kissemee, Fl. 34746
076 Degalvez, Mrs. Helen 9450 W. Milton Overland. Mo. 63114
077 Demling. Wilma 1852 Primera St. Lemon Grove, Ca. 91945-3911
078 Dcnham. Creed C. 379 S. Kingrey Road Glasgow, Ky. 42141
079 Dennison, Mrs. Marshall, Jr. 919 Waterswood Drive Nashville, Tn. 37220
080 Dent, Mrs. Paul L. P.O. Box 946 Prospect. Ky. 40059
081 Denton, June Hix 8252 Killdeer Court Ft. Worth, Tx. 76018
082 Dewey. Geraldine 1035 Missouri Valley Road Rivcrton. Wy. 82501
083 Dickinson, Benjamin L. 107 Trigg Ct. Glasgow, Ky. 42141
084 Dickinson. Dr. Lewis 321 West Washington Street Glasgow. Ky. 42141
085 Dickson. Marie 712 E. Wood Apt. F Paris, 11.61944-1967
086 Downing, Elizabeth 591 W. 25th. St. Speedway. In. 46224
087 Doyle. Dee Box 7357 Tacoma, Wa. 98407
088 Doyle. James L. 4000 E. Hwy. 402 Loveland, Co. 80537
089 Dunagan. Richard Carlos 1969 Pioneer Drive BeloitWi. 5351 1
090 Eddings. David Box 181 Elkton. Ky, 42220
091 Edmunds, Curd 411 Siddens Road Glasgow. Ky. 42141
092 Edmunds. Danny J, 2240 Siddens Rd. Glasgow, Ky. 42141-9606
093 Elliott. Dorothy Powers 2821 Musquota Drive Muscatine, la. 52761-9724
094 Elmorc. Mrs. Margaret 115 Sandwood Dr. Glasgow, Ky, 42141
095 Emberton, Edith 4549 Taylorsville Rd - Apt. 54 Louisville. Ky, 40220
096 England. Kathleen Ryan 215 North 44th Lincoln, Ne. 68503
097 Eversman. Kyla 6690-B Heigle Rd. Amanda. Oh, 43102
098 Farrell. Charlenc 8300 Springvalley Dr. Cincinnati. Oh. 45236
099 Ferree. Anita J. 1780 Ferree Road NE Lanesvillc, In. 47136
100 Fisher. Mrs. T. E. P.O. Box 653 Dumas. Tx. 79029-0653
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101 Fitzgerald, Mrs. Carlos P.O. Box 73 Lewiston, Mi. 49756
102 Flener, Mrs. 0, R.. 1122 Highland Way Bowling Green, Ky. 42104-3863
103 Follis, Mrs. Osa Lee 110 Highland Park Glasgow, Ky. 42141
104 Forkan,Janet E. 15235 Hamlin Ave. Midlothian, 11. 60445-3730
105 Foss, Carolyn C. 4495 Big Bay Road Grantsburg, 11. 62943
106 Fowler, Dorothy 364 Timber Lodge Ter. Austin, Ky. 42123
107 Fox, Mrs. Louise C. 205 Lanelle Cove Senatobia, Ms. 38668
108 Francis, Mrs. Harold R. 4902 S. Walcott Indianapolis, In. 46227
109 Francis, Rusty D. 1122 Fountain Run Road Gamaliel, Ky. 42140
109b Frazier, Gloria 3007 Paula Dr. West Plains, Mo. 65775
110 Frasier, Mrs. Howard E. P.O. Box 1405 Glasgow, Ky. 42142
111 Frederick, Ms. Nelda P.O. Box 371 Venus, Tx. 76084
112 Freeman, Jo Ann Day 8631 N. 55 Place Paradise Valley. Az. 85253-2112
113 Frost, Dr. Michael D. 8910 West 62nd St. Shawnee Missions, Ks, 66202
114 Galloway, J. B. 427 N. Green St. Glasgow, Ky. 42141
115 Gardner, Woodford L., Jr. 117 E. Washington St. Glasgow, Ky. 42141
116 Garmon, Col. Ralph R, 51 Dwelling House Rd N-31E Glasgow, Ky. 42141
117 Garrison, Ray H. 848 Braemar Road Flossmoor, 11. 60422
118 Gentry, Donald E. 51 Cube Cove Juneau, Alaska. 99850-0360
119 Gill, Arvilla L, 133 N. Park Drive Modera, Ca, 93637
120 Gill, Marianne M. 12713 Bumswick Lane Bowie, Md. 207I5-22I7
121 Goode, Mr. & Mrs. Cecil E. 111 Douglas Drive Glasgow, Ky. 42141
122 Goodman, Charles A., Jr. 111 Trigg Court - P.O. Box 1595 Glasgow, Ky. 42I4I-1595
122b Gorin, Michelle Hartley 205 Clements Glasgow, Ky. 42141-3409
123 Gorin, S. R. Route 9 Box 89A McMinnville, Tn. 37110
124 Gorin, Sandra K. 205 Clements Glasgow, Ky. 42141-3409
125 Grady, John Paul 42l8 0xhillRd. Spring, Tx. 77388
126 Gray, Loranna L. R.R. #lBox 793 Hollywood, Md, 20636
127 Greathouse, Mrs. Robert 1832 Redwood Dr. Martinez, Ca. 94553
128 Grimsley, Capt, Jeter 10527 Cedar Ave. Fairfax, Va. 22030
129 Hailing, Judye Anderson 847 Garrow Road Newport News, Va. 23602-3387
130 Hake, Peggy Smith Route #1 Box 52 St. Elizabeth, Mo. 65075-9771
131 Hale, James E., Jr. 4390 Evansdale Road Dale City, Va. 22193
132 Hale, Madeline 11552 Old Bowling Green Road Smiths Grove, Ky. 42171
133 Hamilton, Mrs. Edward C. 1511 Florida Ave. Palm Harbor, Fl. 34683
134 Hamm, Mrs. Jane Turner 3507 Pine Cone Circle Louisville, Ky. 40241
135 Harbison, Ms. Kay 4099 Randolph - Summer Shade Rd. Summer Shade, Ky. 42166
136 Harmon, Ms. Sandra 2701 Cabernet Way Rancho Cordova, Ca. 95670
137 Harvey, Lillian 440 Temple Hill Road Glasgow, Ky. 42141
138 Headrick, Marcella P. P.O.Box 493 Tompkinsville, Ky. 42167
139 Helm, Darryl 7335 Sonora Road Sonora, Ky. 42776
140 Hensley, Mrs. Lora 3381 Old Lexington Rd. Cave City, Ky. 42127-9106
141 Higginbotham, James W. 10308 Dodge Lane Louisville, Ky. 40272
142 Hill, Margaret Lester Route 2 Box 2112 White Stone, Va, 22578-9766
143 Hobbs, Gladys Jane 735 Chateau Dr. Evansvillc, In. 47715-4155
144 Hogg, LaVelle Cox 232 New Mexico Drive Portales,NM. 88130
145 Holden, Larry 2353 Hollyhead Drive St. Louis, Mo. 63I31-2I36
146 Hollingsworth, Pat 34800 W. 303 St. Paola, Ks. 66071
147 Houchens, Ruel 100 Longhunters Trail Glasgow, Ky. 42141
148 Howard, Mrs. John W. 759 W. Country Road 200 S. Frankfort, In. 46041-7637
149 Huffman, Ms. Vickie A. 1433 Pamell Dr. Eugene, Or. 97404
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150 Hull, Mrs. George R. 518 Fulton St. Keokuk, la. 52632
151 Husman. Arlcne J. 1 Bailey Ln. Brunswick, Me. 04011
152 Jansen. Jessica D. P.O. Box 70139 Seattle, Wa. 98107-0139
153 Jensen.Janet Lee 2216 W. Cherry Lynn Road Phoenix. Az. 85015-5705
154 Jewell. Jeffrey G. 7925 Barbour Manor Drive Louisville, Ky, 40241
155 Johns. Elmer 5535 Seagrave Ct. St. Louis, Mo. 63129-3518
156 Johnson. Ms. Louise G. 233 Hawkeegan Park Frankfort, Ky. 40601-3912
157 Johnson. Maleolm E. J. 203 Adair Ave. Shelbyville, Ky. 40065
158 Johnston. Mrs. Vera J. 784 S. Paddock Rd. Greenwood, In. 46143-8814
159 Jones, Earl M. 1301 N. Gilbert Danville, 11.61832
161 Jones. Lillian 207 Magnolia Dr. Hopkinsville, Ky. 42240-5151
162 Jones, Mar\' B. 608 Vanoke Dr. Madison, Tn. 37115
163 Jordan. Mrs. Donald E. 7617 South New Jersey St. Indianapolis, In. 46227
164 Kastelie. Jeneene 1390 Lewiston Dr. Sunnyvale, Ca. 94087
165 Keels. Mrs. Maxine Ranton 3817 63rd Dnve Lubbock, Tx. 79413-5207
166 Kegley. Sallie 10500 Hadley Rd. Cincinnati, Oh 45218-1518
167 King. Beulah C. 175 Highway 44 W Shepherdsville, Ky. 40165-6044
168 Kingston. Betty Lou 4723 N. Edgewood Dr. Peoria."ll. 61615
169 Kinney . E. L,. MD 1015 W. 47th. St. Miami Beach, Fl. 33140
169b Kirby.' R. W. 504 Sweeney Rd. Virginia Beach, Va. 23452
170 Klemm. Mrs, Rachel I. 3104 Radiance Road Louisville, Ky. 40220
171 Khne, Pat Hutchins 1206 S. Johnson St. Macomb, il. 61455-3259
172 Kolnick. Jim & Vick\' P.O. Box 1422 Glasgow, Ky. 42141
173 Kopp. Jane 1368 S.W. 13th. Street Boca Raton, Fl. 33486
174 Krai. Mrs. Robert M. P.O. Box 58 Corsicana, Tx. 75151
175 Lamb. Alan L. 1616 Karley Drive Arnold, Mo. 63010-1117
176 Lambirth. J. 701 S.Euclid Fuilerton, Ca. 92632
177 Lame. J. Mark 505 Josephine St. Springfield, Tn. 37172
178 Lampkin, Joan Edwards 46037 Rufus Bankston Rd #207 Hammond, La. 70401
179 Laubenstein. Diana 19126 Liggett Street Northridge, Ca. 91324
180 Lawson. Mrs. Bobby 5464 Nobob Rd. Summer Shade, Ky. 42166-3415
181 Leech, Mr. Brice T. 104 W. Brown St. Glasgow, Ky. 42141
182 Lemons, Nova Ann 12206 Brisbane Dallas, Tx. 75234-6528
183 Lenington. Nola Box 45 Belle Rive, 11. 62810
184 Lentz, Mrs. Martha Chapman 26437 Brandywine Sun City, Ca. 92586
185 Littlefield, Everett E. 1927 Apex Ave. Los Angles, Ca. 90039
186 Locke, Carl E. Rt. #lBox 70 Brighton, Mo. 65617
187 London, Sandy Sanderson 3 Oleander Drive Northport, NY 11768
188 Lowe. Marilee Settle 6299 Tompkinsville Road Glasgow. Ky. 42141
189 Madderom. Rose 0. 1129 Meadowbrook Rd. Mountain Home, Ar. 72653-4806
190 Magers. Betty L. 10650 Glasgow Road Smiths Grove, Ky. 42171
191 Mansfield, Rev. Marietta 1906 Famsley Road. Apt. 3 Louisville, Ky. 40216
192 Martin. Constance M, 6541 N. College Avenue Apt. 36 Indianapolis, In. 46220
193 Maschmeyer, Lois 518 Powderhom Drive Coming, NY 14830
194 McCall, Kathryn Loyd 14081 Sunset Ct. Forney, Tx. 75126-9341
195 McCallum. William J. P.O. Box 2357 Huntsviile, Al. 35804
196 McCorkle. Clarice P.O. Box 262 Munfordville, Ky. 42765
197 McGIasson. Irene 911 East Main St. Horse Cave, Ky. 42749
198 McLerran. Harold 2603 S. Nottingham Court Champaign, 11. 61821
199 McMillan. Lena Dolores B. Route #1 Box 890 Gilmer, Tx. 75644-8856
200 McNeese, Mrs. Merle E. 1185 Blackhawk Cl,L H. Granbury, Tx. 76048-6316
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201 Meadows, Bemice 144 Lee Ann Ct. Blanchester. Oh. 45107
202 Merrell, Ms. B. J. 1543 S. Atlanta Ave. Tulsa, Ok. 74104
203 Metzen, Susan D. 5845 Hemlock Great Bend, Ks. 67530 .
204 Mills, Carla Berry 6893 Bamewell Drive BovTiton Beach, Fl. 33437
205 Mpntgomery, Mrs. A. P. 6902 San Mateo Blvd. Dallas, Tx. 75223-1121
206 Moore, J. Douglas 5223 E. Temblo Drive Phoenix, Az. 85044-2330
207 Moore, Michael 105 Outer Park Drive Springfield, 11. 62704
208 Moore. Mrs. Virginia M. 3905 Monroe St. Riverside, Ca. 92504
209 Morris, Lindell A. 2423 Fulton Ave. Davenport, la. 52803-3720
210 Morrison, Roy 466 Northside Estate Cave City, Ky. 42127-9578
211 Mosier, Homer D. P O. Box 314 Valley Springs. Ca. 95252
212 Munn, Mrs. Vivian P. 1428 E. Nevada Drive Tucson, Az. 85706-1429
213 Murphy, Mrs. Naomi 1501 Port Royal Dr. Lexington, Ky. 40504
214 Murrey, Mrs. Loretta Martin 106 Wingate Glasgow, Ky. 42141
215 Mutter, Mr. & Mrs. John R, 980 Coles Bend Rd. Smiths Grove, Ky. 42171
216 Myers, Mrs. Louelia K. 22 i 1 W. Rogers Ave. Baltimore, Md. 21209
217 Myrand, Barbara Ann 16400 Dix Apt. 913 Southgate, Mi. 48195
218 Nash, Delia Ford 2515 N. W, 26th. Oklahoma City, Ok. 73107
219 Neeland, Mrs. Robert 307 Gilbert St. Rossville. II. 60963
220 Newman, Mrs. Anna L. 1707 Lakewood Dr. Elizabethtown. Ky. 42701
221 Nobles, Michael 2120 S. Ingram Mill Road, #814 Springfield, Mo. 65802-2898
222 Norman, Shirley Ann 500 Cleveland Ave. Glasgow. Ky. 42141-1908
223 Novosel, Mr. Don 105 Indie Circle Glasgow, Ky. 42141-3433
224 Pace, Leona 1518 Cleveland Ave. Chyenne, Wy, 82001
225 Palmer, Charles W., Jr. 652 Sherwood Dr. Bowling Green, Ky. 42103-1419
226 Parke, Christopher L. 3988 Greensburg Road Edmonton, Ky. 42129
227 Parrish, Mrs. Edwin B. 405 Garmon Ave. Glasgow. Ky. 42141
228 Patton, Philip 907 Pritchardsville Rd. Glasgow, Ky, 42141
229 Payne, W. J. 1101 Forest Park Rd. Louisville, Ky. 40223-5421
230 Pedigo, Billigene 253 West Fourth St. Booneville, Ar. 72927
231 Penn, Barbara Sanders 3119 Cabinwood Drive Louisville, Ky. 40220-2605
232 Pierson, Robert Allen 1216 Hickory Hill Drive Gautier, Ms. 39553-2324
233 Pitchford, Mrs. Jeanetta 979 Stovall Road Scottsville, Ky. 42164
234 Pitcock, John R. P.O. Box 91331 Louisville, Ky. 40291-0331
235 Plummer, Mrs. Walter 1604 Grant Wichita Falls, Tx. 76309-2226
236 Pogue, Cornelia 0, 235 N Seminary Street Madisonville, Ky. 42431-1937
237 Pope, Lucile RR 1 Box 86 Lincoln, Mo. 65338
238 Posey, Marian Smith 12709 Dorina Place Granada Hills, Ca. 91344-1418
239 Propes, Louisa M, 35973 Orangelawn Livonia, Mi. 48150-2597
240 Raque, Deborah Tharp 11200 Brookwynde Dr. Louisville, Ky. 40229
241 Remer, James E. 2900 West 93rd. Terrace Leawood, Ks. 66206
242 Reneau, Martha P. 562 Beaver Valley Rd. Glasgow. Ky. 42141
243 Reynolds, Mr. Lerond 1006 Meadow Lane Cave Cit>', Ky. 42127
244 Reynolds, Mrs. Marion L. P.O. Box 352; 10 Fairfax Drive Harrisburg, II. 62946
245 Richey, Russe! Steven RRl Box 43K Farmer City, II. 61842
246 Riherd, Shelley T. 609 Lexington Dr. Glasgow, Ky. 42141
247 Ritter, David B. 388 Summer Shade Rd. Summer Shade, Ky. 42166
248 Robbins, Wanda P.O. Box 27 Allons, Tn. 38541
249 Rodgers, Annie K. 716 East Main Street Glasgow, Ky. 42141
250 Roe, Roger 1722 Elsmere Detroit, Mi. 48209
251 Ross, Mrs. Christine L. 105 West Cherry St. Glasgow, Ky. 42141
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252 Royalty, Ms. Augustine W. 8300 St. Andrews Church Road Louisville, Ky. 40258-3836
253 Royse, Caroline B, 313 South Green Street Glasgow, Ky. 42141
254 Ruble, Pegg>^ J. HC-3 Box 3482 Shell Knob, Mo. 65747
255 Ruby, Nell E. Route #1 Box 272 Irons, Mi. 49644
257 Rumbel, Debra Sue 269 State Street Hamburg, Pa. 19526
258 Russell, Helen B. 111 Love Street Glasgow, Ky. 42141
259 Rutherford, Mrs. Dolores C, 1758 Carmelo Dr. Carmichael, Ca. 95608-5764
260 Ruthledge, Pearl L. 946 17th. Ave. Longview, Wa. 98632-2307
261 Ryback, Mrs. Clarice 1826 Foothill Ave. Schofield, Wi. 54476-4848
262 Sadler. Mrs. Elizabeth P. RO. Box 968 Lucerne Valley, Ca. 92356
263 Sadler, Mrs. Moena E. P.O. Box 219 Glasgow, Ky. 42142-0219
264 Sawyer, Mrs. Nonie 37071 Tovey Palmdale. Ca. 93551
265 Schieler, Mrs. Patricia R. 4009 Rockspur Trail Crystal Lake, 11, 60012-1895
266 Schroeder, Betty M. 5586 Co. Rd. 2! Archbold, Oh. 43502
267 Schulak, Marie E. 259 South MoUison #24 El Cajon, Ca. 92020-4879
268 Settle. Paul L. 336 E. Alluvial Ave. #167 Fresno, Ca. 93720
268b Shanks, June C. 137 N.Birdsey Street Columbus, Wi, 53925-1370
269 Sheaffer, W. T. 3474 Chiswick Court Silver Springs, Md. 20906-1669
270 Shelton, Wanda J. 502 N. 18th. Durant, Ok. 74701-3416
271 Shipp, Virginia L. 309 Shipp Lane Glendale, Ky. 42740
272 Sidwell, Minnie 614 Virginia Ave. Monticello, Ky. 42633
273 Simmons, James Morris 707 Cleveland Ave. Glasgow, Ky. 42141
274 Simon, Sibyl M. 4815 Joy Lovene Rd, Louisville, Ky. 40216
275 Singleton, Rev. Lester B. Rt. 2 Box 533 Micanopy, Fl. 32667-9414
276 Smith, Mrs. Betty Adwell 519 Old Highway 70 Rock-wood, Tn. 37854
277 Smith, Gar>'D. HC 89 Box 165 Winona, Mo. 65588
278 Smith, Randolph N. P.O. Box 247 Burksville, Ky. 42717
279 Smith, Ruby Jones 54 East Nobob Road Summer Shade, Ky. 42166
280 Snavely, Dr. Christeen W. 707 Leslie Ave. Glasgow, Ky, 42141
281 Snook, Norvin G. 45529 Calle Ayora Temecula, Ca, 92592
282 Southon, Robert L. 2305 Oak Trail Drive Idaho Fall, Id. 83404
283 Spears, Herman 5500 S. Edgewood Drive Munice, In. 47302
284 Spencer, Miss Lottie 1322 Sycamore Ave. Corsicana, Tx. 75110-3759
285 Spillman, Naomi Howard 12446 Grindley Drive Sterling Heights, Mi, 48312-3144
286 Spore, Ms. Helen E. Route 5 Box 285 Ponca City, Ok. 74601
287 Staebler, Mrs. Wanda Ralston 3808 Bardstown Rd. Louisville, Ky, 40218
288 Starr, Dr. Robert R. 277 Country Club Estates Glasgow, Ky, 42141
289 Steen, Ken 104 N. Rimhurst Covina, Ca. 91724
289b Steenbergen, Garland Route 1, Box 90 Russellville. Mo, 65074
289c Steenbergen, Forrest G. 249 Landwehr Hills Jefferson City, Mo. 65101-3939
290 Steenbergen, Julian 8402 Zier Road Yakima, Wa, 98908
291 Stover, Joyce 387 Stover Road Burksville, Ky. 42717
292 Strader, Mrs. Sarah R. 3623 Harper's Feny Drive Stockton. Ca. 95219
293 Susnick, Carol Buchanan 4898 Wind Drift Road Scottsburg, In. 47170-8421
294 Swindell, Susan 1238 Rolling Hill Court Martinez. Ca. 94553
295 Swope, Beverly M. 821 Cardinal Circle Bedford, Tx. 76022
295b Tankersley, Becky 244 Pine Street Jacksonville, 11. 62650
296 Taylor, Harold D. 398 Shady Lane Aivaton, Ky, 42122
297 Teevan, Alice Russell 2935 Dayton-Xenia Road Beavercreek, Oh. 45434-6357
298 Terry. W. Samuel, IV 705 Leslie Ave. Glasgow. Ky. 42141
299 Thomas. 0. L. 333 Hillwood Drive Bowling Green. Kv. 42101 -9804
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300 Thrasher, Dale R, R. Route #2 Box 239-B Berkeley Springs, WV 25411
301 Throne, Ann Marie P.O. Box 754 Abilene. Ks. 67410
302 Tillotson. June Demon 687 Marilyn Drive Mandeville, La. 70448
303 Towner, Jackie 754 Alberta Ave, Nyssa. Or. 97913
304 Trimble, Peggy Box 53 Oak Island. Mn. 56741
305 Turner, Arlene 6438 Burksville Road Glasgow. Ky. 42141
306 Uchitjil, Frances G, 4831 Kirby Road luka. 11.62849-1733
307 Vance, Lawrence L. 3740 Scottsville Road Glasgow. Ky. 42141
308 . Waddell, Donna K. 1701 Main Streer Munfordsville. Kv. 42765-9446
309 Wade, Dorothy E. 2096 Burksville Road Glasgow. Ky. 42i41
310 Wade, Mildred Norris 276 Woods Chapel Road Harriman. Tn, 37748
311 Walters, Wanda W. 1320 So. Oak Casper. Wv. 82601
312 Ward, Rachel M. 120 Jarvis Drive Vcrsaillcs.'ln. 47042-9435
313 Watkins, Sherry F. 9914 Winged Foot Dr, Louisville. Ky. 40223
314 Watson, Robert Page 204 Pinewood Drive Schcnccladv,'NY, 12303
315 Webb, Monroe J. Route # 1 Ewing, 11. 62836
316 Wells, Mrs. Ann H. 1442 Cedarhurst Dr. Dunwoody. Ga. 30338
317 West, Maijory H. 4017 W. Hayward Ave. Phoenix. A/. 85051-5749
318 Wheeler, Barbara 128 Davis St, Glasgow. Ky. 42141
319 White, Mrs. Emery H. 215 Windsor Dr. Glasgow. Ky. 42141
32C White, John J. 12520 Barton Shawnec Mission. Ks, 66213
320b White, Susan P., R.G. 441 Cushing Avenue Kcttermg. Oh, 45429-2609
321 Whiteside. Mrs. Billie J. 2012 W, 18th St. Plainview. Tx. 79072-4024
322 Whitlow, Rondell D. 4604 Southern Parkwa> Apt B-4 Louisville, Ky. 40214-1477
323 Wiest, Daniel "Skip" 161 83 Ave NE #306 ' Fridlev, Mn. 55432
324 Wilbom, Mark P.O. Box 753 Tupelo. Ms. 38802
325 Wilkes, Chester P. 11626 Lida Rose San Anlonio, Tx, 78216-3016
326 Wills, Mrs. Nancy F, 3633 Camelot Dr, Annandalc. Va. 22003-1304
327 Wilson, Mrs. Gladys B. 128 St. Marv'sCl. Glasgow. Kv, 42141
328 Wilson, Mama J. 5091 Summit Drive Yorba Linda. Ca. 92686-4129
329 Wilson, Taylor 4747 Radio Station Road Tompkinsville. Ky. 42167
330 Wininger. Charles 1549 Oil City Road Glasgow. Ky, 42141
331 Wood, Mrs. Kenneth 156 Lohden Road Glasgow, Kv. 42141-3520
332 Wright, Mrs, Sophia 8604 Smithton Rd. Louisville, kv, 40219-4450
333 Wuetcher, Mary S. Church 3817 Ashridge Drive Louisville. Kv, 40241-1652
334 Wynne, Cindy 1321 Nonvood Hurst. Tx. 76053
335 Young, A. P., Jr. 2408 South Belmont St. Ashland. Ky. 41101-6236
336 Zablatnik, Linda Ann 3200 Hickory Slick Road Oklahoma City. Ok, 73120
Surname Research Index
The following is an index of surnames from the south ccntral Kcntuck\ area that arc of inlcrcsl or arc being






























































































































































































































































































Crreen „ 030.031. 220. 254
Gnder 028. 039,219
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061,205, 238, 244, 255
Johnston 158
Jones Oil,













































































































































































































































































Smith Oil, 021, 022.
023, 027. 040, 049, 099,
129, 197. 209. 219. 226,































































































Williams Oil, 105, 259
WUlLs 034
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1995 LibraryMembership
Allen County Public Library
DallasPublicLibrary
Edmonson County Public Library
Church ofJesus Christ ofLatter-Day Saints





NationalSociet>' Daughters of the American Rev.
The New YorkPublic Library
Public Library of Cincinnati
State Library of Florida
State Historical Society of Wisconsin
Tennessee State Library & Archives
The Filson Club
The Newbeny Library
Box 2270 Ft. Wayne, Indiana 46801
Periodicals Assistant 1515 Young St.Dallas, Texas 75201 -5411
P.O. Box 219 Brownsville, Kentucky 42210
35 North Wej^t Temple Street SaltLake City, Utah84150
500 West4th Street Tompkinsville, Kentucky 42167
Western Ky. University Librar>' Bowling Green, Kentuck>' 42101
140 N. Senate Ave. Indianapolis, Indiana 46204
140 East Main St. Lexington,Kentuckv' 40507
630 West 5th- St. Los Angeles, California 90071
1776 D. Street, N. W.Washington, DC. 20006-5392
Grand Central Station P.O. Box 2237 New York, NY, 10163-2237
800 Vine Street Cincinnati, Ohio 45202
R. A. Gray Building Tallahassee, Florida 32301
816 State St. Madison, Wisconsin 53706
403 Seventh Ave. N. Nashville. Tennessee 37243
1310 South Third St. Louisville, Kentuckv' 40208
60 West Walton St. Chicago, Illinois 60610
Glasgow Christian Acadamy
Austin Tracy School













247 Austin Tracy Road
507 Trojan Trail




10 First St. SE
107 West College St.
P.O. Box 247












Park Cit>, Kentuckv 42160
Park Cil\, Kentucky 42160
Glasgow, Kentucky 42141
Glasgow, Kentucky 42141
Adair Co. Gen. Society
Bits A History
Butler Co. Historical Society
Colorado Genealogical Society
Craigmiler Genealogical & Research
Crawford County Genealogical Society
Decatur Genealogical Society
Ellis Co. Genealogical Society
Fayette Co. Genealogical Society
Fort Worth Genealogical Society
Garfield Co. Genealogists, Inc.
Genealogical Societ>' of Central Missouri
Greater Omaha Genealogical Society
Green Co. Historical Society
Harrodsburg Historical Society
Harris Co. Genealogical Society
Hart Co. Historical Societv
1995 Exchange Membership
P.O. Box 613
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1995 Exchange Membership coni
I lean Of Amcrica C?cn. Society
Ilempslead Ci>. (Jcnealogical Society
I Icnn County (icnealogical Society
1loosier (lenealogist - Indiana I listorical Society
i lopkins County (ienealogica! Society
Ilopkins County Cteneak)jiical Society
ldalu> (lenealogical Society
llliana (Sen. & I list. Sociel\
Kin I lunlei s. (ieneaiogical Publications & Research
Kv Cienealogical Society
l.iunesa Area (ieneaU>gical Society
I.ee County (lenealogical Society
l.ningston Counts (ienealogical Society
l.ouis\ ille (.lenealogical Societv
Macon Coimtv 1listorical Societv
Melcalte Co. 1lisUirical Sticiety
Mid- Cities (lenealogical Society
Moullrie Co. Ilistorical & (ienealogical Society
Muhlcnherg Co (len. Society
Noilliern Arizona (lenealogical St)ciety
Northunibei land Counts I listorical Society
North Texas (lenealogical Assoc.
()ld Runconibe County (lenealogical Society
Orange Co. (lenealogical Society
I'alni Beach Co (len. Soc . Inc.
I'ellissippi (Teneak>gical Society
IMatte Co Missouri I listorical & (ten. Sck
Kiley Civ (icneaUigical Society
San Antonio (lenealogical & I listorical Society
Simpson County 1listorical Society. Inc.
Sinokey Valley (lenealogical Society
Southeni Calilbmia (lenealogical Society
Southern Indiana (lenealogical Societv
Soutiicni Kentucky (lenealogical Society
Soulheni Okalohoma (len. Society
Southssesteni Virginia (lenealogical Societv
St. Louis (leneaU>gical Society
Sun\ Co (lenealogical Assoc.
Tavlor Co I listin ical Societv
The Douglas Co (lenealogical Society
Topeka (ienealogical Sociel\ l.ibraiT
IIpper Cumberland (lenealogical Asst)ciation
Va-N.C. Piedmont (lenealogical Sticiety
Watauga Association ofdenealogists
West Central l-ainiK Research Assoc.
Western Michigan (lenealogical Society
Will-drundy Cos Ctcncalogical Societv
Woods Count\ (lenealogist
311 East I2lh St.
P.O. Box 1158
P.O. Box 346


























206 N. College St.















60 Libran Pla/a NL'
P.O. Box 24
P.O. Box 234





















Wichita I-'alls, Texas 76308
Ashville, North Carolina 28802
Huntinglon Beach, Ca. 92648
West Palm Beach, Florida 33402
Clinton. Tennessee 37716
Plalti City, Missouri 64049
Manhattan, Kansas 66502




New Albany, Indiana 47150
Bowling Green. Kentucky 42102
Lavvton, Oklahoma 73502
Roanoke, Virginia 24026
St. Louis. Missouri 63144






•loluison City. Tn. 37605-0117
Ossensboro. Kenluck"> 42301




BOOKS FOR SALE BY THE HISTORICAL SOCIETY!!!
BARREN COUNTY KY CEMETERIES by Ken Beard & Brice T Leech. One of the most
important books for researching in Barren Co..$25.00 plus $3.50 shipping and
handling.
BIOGRAPHY OF ELDER JACOB LOCKE by James P Brooks, $2.60
CALLUM HOLMAN BAILEY, PLANTER, EARLY SETTLER OF BARREN CO KY. By Alice
Morrey Bailey, $17.00.
GOODHOPE CHURCH (now Metcalfe Co), by Peden, $6.00
LICK BRANCH CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH 1824-1870, Peden, $6.00
LITTLE BARREN RIVER CHURCH UNITED BAPTIST (now Metcalfe) 1841-1986, Peden,
$6.00.
PLEASANT RUN CHURCH, McFARLAND'S CREEK, Monroe Co, Peden. $6.00
MT TABOR CHURCH HISTORY, by a Committee. A lot of information in a small book!,
$11.65
BARREN CO ORDER BOOKS:
Volume 1 - 1799-1802, Peden & Wilson $9.00
Volume 2 - 1803 -1805, Peden & Wilson $9.00
Volume 3 - 1806-Apr Court 1812, Peden $14.00
Volume 4 - May Court 1812 - Aug 1818, Peden $14.00
STORIES OF EARLY DAYS AS TOLD BY CYRUS EDWARDS by F F Gardner, $17.50
THE BARRENS, Emery White; family genealogy of the Whites, Jones, Maxey,
Renick, Pope, Kirkpatrick & related families. $11.50
THEN AND NOW, by Dr. R F Grinstead, $2.60
TIMES OF LONG AGO, BARREN CO KY, by Franklin Gorin. One of the ftnest sources of
history of this area. $12.00 plus $2.00 shipping and handling.
1879 BEERS & LANAGAN MAP OF BARREN CO. 24 x 30 1/2, laminated, cardstock, black
and white. Owners' names, insets of Cave City, Glasgow, Glasgow Junction (Park City),
Rocky Hilt, Hiseville, Flat Rock & Slick Rock. Suitable for framing. $5.00 plus $1.50 for
mailing tube and $2.15 for 1st class shipping or $1.45 for 3rd class shipping.
You may order the above books or map from the South Central KY Historical and
Genealogical Society, P O Box 157, Glasgow, KY 42142-0157.
I would like to order the following books:
TITLE COST
Total cost of book(s) ordered: $-
Extra shipping & handling if applicable $-
TOTAL $~









Enclosed is my check/money order in the amount of $ for membership
in the Society. Dues received before January 31st of each year will assure that your name
is on the mailing list of "Traces" for the first issue of the year. If received after that date,
you will be mailed your current issue and all back issues due you at that time. Please
notify us of address changes!
TYPES OF MEMBERSHIP AVAILABLE:
Regular Membership $10.00
Family Membership $15.00 (only one copy ofTraces will be mailed per family)
Life Membership under 70 $150.00
Life Membership over 70 $100.00
INDEX TO 'GRACES" 1995 PAGE 115
ADATlS,iRHA JM 7B . W1 L~L lAM 1 ILIND,MARGARET 45
W T 13 BAXTER,!! S 1 BLANK,G 15
AKERS,LUCIB 51 BEAGAN,BARNA B III 41 SLAVE CHARLES 15
. COLLIE J3CNCAN 51 BEAM,J R 34-36 BLANKENSHIP,ED 85
. SAHUEL DUNN 51 JAMES R 35 . EDmD 82
ALEWINB 45 BEARD 96 . HENRY 82
ALEXANDER, F ff 74 BEARD,KEN 87,112 . JAMES 82
H M 77 BECKER,JULIE DRANE 46 . WILLIAM 82
ALKIRB,NANCY JANB 60 BECMR, JULIA DOT 45 BLANTON,HARY LOUISE 43
ALLEN 50.96 BBDOTJHOMAS 42 RUDOLPH D 43
ALLEN,JOM 9 BELL,ELIZABETH 16 BLLSS,NANCY HAMILTON 77
. JQJfTHAli 9 . SARAH 88 BLOCK,POLLY 87,95,98-99
. RUHAMA 9 . SILAS U BOARD, CHRISTOPm 46
ALLY,DAVID 71 . SILAS S 88 MARY ;ANE 46
ALVIN,HENRY f 27 BELLETT,LOUIS DU 23 BOGGS,STEPHEN 27
ARMSTRONG 42 BSLUE 22 BOHANNON,JUDGE 64
ARNETT 96 BERRY,AUGUSTINE 46,-W MARY 64
ARNOLD.PEGGY 88 . ELIZABETH 36 BOL^S.JNP n
VERLE 88 . iNOCl! 98 S H 75
ARNOLDS 77 . EPHRAIM 36,,98 BOLLINGER 5f!
ARTERBURN?,SARAH 70 . FLORA BELLE 32 BOONE,DANIEL 90
ATTERSURY.LORANCY 45 . JEFFERSON DAVIS 98 BOOTH,FRANCES DALE 29
, LURANBY 82 . MARY SHORT 46 JAKES 29
. SAUi! 45J2 . MILTON 10 ,98 BOREK,HARY ELLEN li)
. THOMAS ^5•,82 . NANCY 46 iOSTICK.MRGRETT 16
ATWSLL.JOHN 5 . RHODA BOSTON,POLLY ANN 4^
BACON,LAORA 14 BETHEL,MARGARET 17 BOTTOMS,ENOS 60
BAILEY.ALICE MORBSY 20 . RICH. :fi NANCY 60
112 . SLAVE JACK 17 BOURNE,MARY ELLEN 10
. CALLDM HOLHA^ ii; . THOMAS 16 BOWLES,AHANPA P 65
. ESEDHIOUS B 38 . WILLIAM 16 . AMERICA S 65
. GIIIRCE a 38 BEIHELL,™ 17 . CHRISTOPHER C 60
. POLLY 84 BETHELS,ELLEN 18 . CHRISTOPaR -
. SUSAN 84 MARTHA U COLUMBUS 65
BAIRD,LAURA 22 BIBEE,ALLEN 71 . DAVID 66
BAORJD B5 joe 71 . EDWARD H 6P
HALTER GRUR 85 BILLINGSLEY, . ELIZABETH VIRCIUIA 65
BALDUBG5JH0HAS 21 . ELIZABETH DORANTflA 94 . FRANCIS 55
mDROCK,RICHARD 27 . GEORGE 94 . JOHN 55
BALES,HENRY XAViD SB . JAMES H . JOHN F 55
. HESTER TEFTELLSR 98 . JANE 94 . JOSEPH PUSYEAR 65
, JOHN n
98
. JEAN MILSAP 94 . MARGARET 6^
. JOHN JR . JOHN 94 . MARY 55,62
. JOSEPH 4^ . JOHN H 94 . MARY FRANCIS 65
. MARTHA ROBERTSON 98 . LUCINDA RUTH 94 . MELINDA 55
. MARY OLIVE HODGES 98 . MARY S 94 . NANCY 55
. MATTIE MAY BRAQLBY 98 . NANCY 94 . NATHANIEL V 65
48 .. REBECCA S4 . OSCAR F 65
SALLENGER,JOSEPH 93 . REBECCA HALE 94 . REBECCA FRANCES 66
BARBER,BETSY 4^ . SAHUEL 94 . SALINA JANE 65
, LUCINDA 46 . SARAH ANN 94 . SARAH 55
. WILLIAM 16 BIRD 36 . SARAH ANN 65
BARBOUR,LUCINDA 17 BISHOP 19 . SARAH HOLMAN 65
BARNETT,MARTIN 6 BISHOP,MEAD 3 . THOMAS 65
WINKY 90 BLAINE,G 15 . WILLIAM 55
BARNS,REBECCA 98 SLAVE PEGGY li . WILLIAM T 55
BARTLEY,THOMAS 27 BLAIR 96 BOWMAN,MYRTLE 33
. TURNER 7 BLAKEY,GEORGE D 79 BOYD,FRANCIS 16
PAt3E 116 INDEX TO "TRACES' 1995
BRADLEY,EDWARD 11 EURNET,JAS U CARROLL,
. milEJiAl SB SLAVE JACK i6 . FRANCES FRANKLIN 45
. OMAR GENERAL 11 BORT,MARTHA 46 . JOHN WILSON •45
. RICHARD 11 fl;iRTQN,DANIBL 6: CART,CAROL ANN 44
. ROBERT 11 . GRACE 90 . CHRISTOPHR DAHIEL 44
. SISI£-R miiu SS . TOR 6^ . JEAN-PAUL PHILLIP 44
. HENDELL H 77 BUSH,GEORGE 51 . "OROTHY BRUNER -
BR^SHAH 9S WALTON 16 NORTON 44
BSADSHAW,MAGGIE 14 BUTTON,ANN 18 . STEVEN EDWARD 44
T J :4 . ?JL i6 CARTER, ELIZABETH 82
branch,SALLY STEPHENS 24 . J T 88 . ADDIE 82
umm,mu U . ROBERT 13, . ANNA 15
IRANTLY,PERRY 33 . SARAH W 86 . BETTIE 82
BRASHEAR,WILLIAM 50 . Sim AHANJIA ;? . CAMERON 13
6RASHIER,SARAH 50 . SLAVE EDMON 16 . CLARENCE 14
BRAJCHER^AMOS i5,S2 £YBSB 22 . ELIZABETH (PATSY) -
, ASA 62 BYBEB.F J 66 MOO RE 82
. DAVJJ) 45,82 . J a . FINNIE 82
. S0SAN HIDDLBTON 82 . JAMES 88 . GEORGE 15
, SUSAJJ MIDDLBTOII - . LAURA 88 . H 15-1^
CARTER 4-5 . ROBERT 13 . HELEN 82
6RAY,P S 7 BYRAM,JACOB 21 . HENRY IS
BRECHT,SUZANNE 84 CABINESS,ELIZABETH 55 . HENRY P 17
BREB£E,CLIF?ORD 33 CABLE 50 . ISAAC 15
BRIDGES,ANNA 51 CABLE,MARY 96 . JAMES 13,82
. ams 51 CAIN,NANCY 43 . JOiiN 82
. MARY 51 WEBB 43 . JOHN W 82
. NANC^ 3i CALDHELL ES . KATHERINE 29
. RUTH 51 CALDWELL,EHELINE 41 . MAE 14
. THOMAS 35 CALHOUN, LOGAN iimx] 96 . MAGfilE 26
BRIDGBWATERS 93 CAMPBELL 50 . MARIA 18
BRIN££Ail,JOSEPH y CARDEN i2 . MARTHA COSBY 82
BRINSFIELD 46 GARDEN,AMERICA 62 . NORA 14
BRIIiSFIEU),JOHN 37 . CARTER ROBERT 69 . R P U
BRISCOE,JEREMIAH 5 .-CARTER imn "CAP" 70 . RUTH 13
BRITT.ANN THOMPSON 78 . CHARLES J 65 . SAMUEL «2
. CHEYANNE 78 . SLIMBETH J 69 . SLAVE COLLEY 15
. lUU 17 , FEANCES J FOSTER $2 . SUVE ^UCXEY 16
. OBADIAH 16,78,93 . JAKES 62 . SUSAN MIDDLETON 45
, SARSH 16 . JAMES I 65 . WILLIAM 15
. SARAH HHEELER 78 . NELLIE G 69. . WILLIAMSON 45
. SLAVE mm 16 . SAMUEL P 65 ' CAEVEE.ANN W 6
BROCRHAN,ARTHUR 33 . WILLIAM. PEe 69 CARYSR?,F 10-11
BROOKS, JAMES lU . WILLUH lENN JE 65 CASH,WARREN M
JAMES P REV 20 CARLETON,REBECCA 61 CASSELL.AKNA 3
BROOJCSHIR£,J K 12 CARLILE.JOHN 46 CATLETI,AUSEN L 49
JIM 12 CARLIN,ELEANOR 31 CAVIN.THSODOSIA 91
BRO0GHTON,ANNICE 20 CARLISLE 50 CENTER
BROWN 98 CARPENTER 96 CHAMBERLAIN,MARY EDO 1
BROWN,COL 3 CARPENTER,A IS CHANDLER,EMMA 46
. MARY RAGSDALE 84 . ELIZ, A 16 CHAPMAN,EDMUND 22
. VADA 3B . ELI2ABEIH J li KILLARD 38
BROWNING,LUCY JANE 93 . FRANCES 15 CHARLTON.LIBBY 10
BRYANJ,RAWLEIGH 25 . HARY 16 CH£AIEAM,NE 74-76
BUCKINGHAM, J B 11 . SARA 43 CRESNEY,ANN 4
fiUNNEU.JflUIAM 6 . SLAVS BENJAMIN IS POLLY 4
BURCH,NANCY 85 . SLAVE ROSE 15 CHILDRESS 98
BURFORD 50 . WILLIAM 18 CHILDRESS,A P 11
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CHTlUliBSS, (cont] COOPER,BBHY J 26 . FIELDING SR 98
my 11 COSBY,MARTHA 82 . HARRIET BLmBETH 98
CHISK,JDLIAH 57 COTTRELL,HENRY SR 45 . JAMES C 98
CHRISMAN 84 MARY MURRAY 45 . JOHN 9^
CHRISTIAN,THOMAS 5 COURTS,WILLIAM 71 . LENNIE WOOD 98
CHRISTIANSEN,BBTTY J 85 COX.CHASTAIU ^0 . MOSES 98
CHRISTMAS,MARGARET 38 CRABB 22 . NANCY 98
CLARK 50 CRAIG 25 . SAMUEL THOMAS 98
CLARK, « K 88 CRAIG,ELIZABETH 25 . SARAH ELIZABETH -
. CORA ELIZABETH 26 JOHN 25 ROBINSON 98
. DRDRY 88 CRAIN,ELIZABETH 57 . niLIAM 98
. ELIZABETH 88 CRAWFORD,SAM S 7 DALB 28
. ELLA 26 CRAWLEY,HITCHEL 84 DALE,ABRAHAM 30
. GEORGE ROGERS GEN 67 CREACY,E 10 . ALICE DODSON 30
. HENRY 26 CREECH,BLISAH 25 . ANN 30
. JAMES 88 CREEK,RILLION 51 . ANNA 84
. JOHN 15 CREKSHAW,BENJAMIN 96 . ASBNATH 31
. MARY 88 JOHN 96 . BETTY 30
CLARKE, ELIUBETE 15 CREWS 98 . DBLANCY 31
CLAYBROOX,ELIZABETH 15 CRBWS,CLOAH 82 . EDWARD 29,55
CLAYTON 98 JAMES 82 .-ELIZABETH 29-30-31
CLAyTOU,BRISCOE 45 CROCKET 50 . ELIZABETH -
. JAMBS 15 CRUMPTON,LEUMUEl W 18 THROCKMORTOK 29
. JOHN 45 CKUSE 93 . EMILY 31
. LDCINDA DODD 45 CRUSE,ELIZABETH 82 . F HINER 31
CLYBORN 84 . FANNIB FERGUSON 84 . FRANCBS 29-30
COCHRAN,NANCY 46 . GIDEON 82 . FRANCES PHILIPS 30
COCKRAN JOSHUA D 10 . JANET 84-85 . GEORGE 30
COCRRILL 33,62 . PROSSBR 84 . HANNAH 30-31
COPiEY.H S 12 . REBECCA 82 . HARillET 31
COLFEB 50 CURD,ANNA 17 . HENRY 55
COLLINS 72 . D 16 . ISAAC 30
COLLINS,A B 18 . DAN 17 . JAKES 31,55
. ADALINE J8 . J 16-17 . JEFFERSON 31
. AGNESS 41 . JESSE 16-17 . JEFFREY 46
. DEILIA 13 . MARY G 17 . JOHN 30-31
. ELIZABETH 17 . SLAVE ALLBN 18 . JOYCE 29
. FLOYD SO . SLAVE CHARITY 17 . KATHERINE 29
. LDCINDA 18 . SLAVE DAFKBY 16 . LOUISIANA 31
. PAUL 13 . SLAVE DAVID 16 . LUCINDA 31
. R 18 . SLAVE EASTBER 16 . LUCY 31
. R J 16 . SUVE JUDITI 17 . MARY 55
. RICHARD 16 . SLAVE MANBRVA 17 . MARY JANB 31
. ROY 13 . SLAVE NATHANIEL 16 . NELSON 6
. SALLEY 16 , SLAVE RACHEL 16 . POLLY 31
. SLAVE LALLY 18 . SUSANNA 16 . REUBEN 29-30-31,55
. ffTLL 17 CURL.MARVINE WHITSON 84 . RICHARD 55
COLHAN,LDCBY 16 NANCY 84 . ROBERT 30
COLm,tlILLIAK 8 CURLE,CLAYTON 84 . SALLY ANN 31
COMBS,LESLIE 76 , MILLA MARSHALL 84 . SAMUEL 31
COfffflBG!,GIDEON 84 . PORTLAND 84 . SARAH 31
CONNER,ANNICB B 44 . RANSON 84 . SHELBY 31
. ANIirCE BRODGHTON 20 . WILLIAM 84 . SUSAN ANN 31
, CHEYANSE BSIIT 73 CDRRy,ANDR£H JACKSON 84 . THOMAS 29-30-31
6 . ROBERT 84 . THOMAS SIR 29
. JOHN 3 . WIUIAM 84 . WILLIAM 30
. DRIRH H 6 CURTIS,CHARITY 98 . WINIFRED SOUTHERN 30
COONBY,BETSEY n . FIELDING JR 98 . WOODFORD 31
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DANIELS,ALHON S 28 . MARY ANN 17 . MARY 46
DAVIDSON,; I£ . MATTHEW U . KARY JANE BOARD 46
. ALSXANDBR 22 , PALMYRA 17 . THOMAS JEFFERSON -
. ANN 15 . WILLIAM D 16 REV 46
. AUGUSTA A 18 DELPH,ELIZA JANE 32 . WILLIAM WHITLEY 46
. BUD S9 . HESRIMAN 31 DRY,JACOB 27
. J W 17 . S 31 DUCKBTT.JOSIAH 11
. JAKE 15 DEHPSEY,JOH DUFF,T Q 16
. LAURA 22 DENESTON,ROBERT 84 DORB 96
. MARGAEET M 18 DENHAH,MICHAEL 22 DUNAGAN.DICR 84
. HARY J n PRIOR 45 . ISAAC 84
. HAlia L SPEAK 9i DENNIS.JOM 91-S2 . SOLOMON 84
. SARAH 18 NEAL 91 . VAL 84
. SLAVE DELPHA U DENMISON,CYNTHIA 5 DUNCAN,PRANCIS ANN 46
. SLAVE ELIZA 17-18 DEPP,ELIZABETH 15 . MOLLIE 51
. SLAVE ISHAM 17 . ELLEN 98 . THOMAS 46
. SLAVE MARGARET 17 . JOHN 16 . WILLIAM 92
. THOWAS 16 . HANCEY 16 DURHAM,ANN E 18
. H 18 . WILLIAM 15 . ANN R 18
. WILLIAM D2RUiG,ANN 13 . BERRYMAN H 16
DAVIS.ANDERSON 16 DEKISE,H 15 . BETSY 13
. BAILEY fOLTON REV 92 SLAVE HARRIETT 15 . E 18
. CHARLES 25 DICKEY 96 . SAMUEL 27
. ELIZABETH 17 DISHMAK,SALLY 28 . SARAH J 18
. ELIZABETH CRAIG 25 WILLIAM 28 . SUSAN 13
. H IM7 DODD.LDCINDA 45 . WILLIS W 18
. HARDIN 15-16 N B 18 DUVAL,J W 12
. JAKE^ 25 DODDS,EMMELA 16 DYER 50
. JANE NORRIS 25 DODSOK,ALICE 30 DeLAFAYETTE,MARQUIS 67
. JOHU 25 . ALICE GOAD 30 EAGAN,ABRAHAM W 41
. JOHN W 70 . FORTUNATUS 30 BATON,LEONARD 10
. JUDITH 98 . JOHN C 46 EDEN,SARAH 22
. KITTY H 25 . THOMAS REV 46 EDMUNDS,BEN 13
. LUTY AJiN NAJICE 98 DONAS,DAVID CQI 5 . CURD 40
. HARGARETTE 82,84 . DAVID CREWS 6 . JESSE 13
. MARTHA S 25 . ELIMOl (NELLYJ 5 . RAY 13
. MOSES 27 . FRANCES 6 . SLAVE DAFNBY 16
, NATHAN 25 DOORES.LUTITIA 17 . WILLIAM 16,93
. PERHELIA 25 , MARGARET A 17 EDWARDS,ALEXANDER 56-57
. ROBEfiT 25 . SARAH J 17 58-60,84
. SAH 25 . VIRGINIA n ; ALEXANDER HBRVEY 57
. SAMUEL 25 . WILLIAM J 16 . ANNia MASTERS 84
. SLAVE BEN 17 DORNAN,ROBERT HARPER 32 . CADER 56,60
. SLAVE JOE 16 DOSS.CLRA 11 . CADER E 56
. SLAVE LYDIA 17 DOSSBY,ARY TELSTHIA 49 . CADER KING 57
. SLAVE MALINDA 17 . JOHN A 11 . CYSUS 21.57-58,112
. SLAVE MORIAH 17 . PARKER H 10 . DAVID 56-57
. SLAVi ^ETEfl 17 DOWNING, E i: 26 . ELIZABETH 57
. SLAVE PHEBE 18 DOYLE,DEE 50 . ELIZABETH GRAIN 57
. WILLIAM n DRAINE,E N 13 . GIDEON ARTHUR 57
. WILLIAM H 66 LALLAYE 14 . HBNERY 84
.'WILLIAMSON 25 DIANE,CATHARINE 18 . HBRVEY 57
DAY,JO ANN 31 . ELIZABETH 18 . ISAAC NOBLETT 57
DEAN,JAMBS 25 . JAHES N 46 . JAMES 46
. LLOYD 25 . JUDSON SCOTT 46 . JOHN 56,84
. SUSA^ S . JULIA 46 . JDHN WAYNE 57
DEARING 96 . JULIE 46 . JONTHAN 84
DEARING,JAMES R 18 . MARTHA 46 . JULIAN CHISM 57




. MMTHA TOSr 57
. HARY 46
. MARY ANN 84
. MARY GORDON 56-57.60















. THOMAS JOSEPH 57
, WILLIAM 56
. WILLIAM HODGEN 57
EGAN,HENRY 32
EGBERT,ANN SMITH 31
. ASEMTH DALE 31
. DELANCY 31
. ELIZABETH 31
. JAMES C 31





, DOROTHY POWERS 49
. FRANCES 49
ELLIS,ANN 65








. MARTHA J 18
. HARY 63,65
. HARY F 18
, NORA 14
. SUVE ABRAM -IB
, WILLIAM GARLAND 66
. WILLIAM T 18
ELLISON,REV 11
. TABITHA J 74-76
. THOMAS 74,76-77







. SLAVE BARNEY 17
. SLAVE CAROLINE 17
. SLAVE DAVID 16














. ANNA DALE 84
. JAMES R 84
. JOHN C 84
. SAMUEL 84
. THOMAS 84
. THOMAS E 84
. WILLIAM 84
. WILLIAM a 84
EVERETT 23
FANSEER.ALLIE? HISER 98







. ELIZABETH GRAVES 61





. JOHN JR 61










































. B D 38
. BARTHOLOMEW 34-36
. BARTLETT 34
. BEVERLY W 38
. COOKSEY 38
. DOMA A 38
. EDDIE BRYANT 38
. ELEANOR 36
. ELIZABETH 35-36
. ELIZABETH BERRY 36
. FIDELLIA AMERICA -
HAMMER 38
. FREDERICK 36
. HASH E 38
. HENRY SMITH 38
. JAMES 37-38.46
. JAMES A 36
. JANE BRINSFIELD 37
. JENNIE MAY 39
. JESSIE 38
. JOEL M 36
. JOHN S 38
. L PEARL 38
. LILLIAN GCODAL 38
, LILLIE B LOWE 38
. MALACHI 20,34,46
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FRANCIS,(cont) . IfETTIE HAY GROVER 32 . SLAVE JESSE • 16
. NARGAOT CHRISTMAS 31 . RUIB 33 . SLAVE JUDITH 17
. MARY C 18 . THOMAS FREEMAN 32 . WILLIAM 15,18
. HAJIY PISHER U . TRANNJE GROVER 32 GLAZBBROOKS,WILLIAM 14
. MARY J 38 FRIZLIN,GEORGE 31 GLOVER 50
. MMY ^ U fUQOA.LUCV 34 GOAD 96
. MATILDA 36 FURRIN,JOSEPH RBV 25 GOAD,ALICE 30
. MICAJAI 35-36 TYLER 25 . HANNAH 30
. NANCY 34 FURLONG,SAMUEL 16 . PETER 30-31
. NAjiCY £RII]SS£ 35 . ^VE FRAHS 11 GOFF 58
. NEILLY 38 . THOMAS 16 GOFF,EDWARD HEHRY 60
. PAOL 38 . WM 11 . JOHN R 60
. PENNY 37 GADBERRY,MARTHA 16 . JOHN WILLIAM 60
. POLLY 35 . RHODA i6 . LILLIi EVALINA 60
. RD6Y ANN 6RAMLIN 38 . SALLBY 16 . NANCY JANE ALKIRE 60
. RUSTY D 34,46 GARDNER,F I :i . SARAH ANN TEIRLBY 60
. SAM 38 P F 112 GOLDNAMER,THEO 3
. SARAil 1 37 GARPJELD a GOOHAL,LILLIAN 38
. SARAH BLIABBTH' 38 GARLAND,DAVID S 93 GOODE,CECIL 93
. TERRY PAGE 38 GARHON.MARY B 55 C^CIL E 23
. VADA BROHN 38 RALPH R 51 GOODBN,
. HIUIAN 36-37 GARSBTT.ELia 63 . ELIZA JANB FANSHBR 98
. HlLLIAM C 38 GARVIN,SALLY 84 . POCAHUNTAS FANSHBR 98
. WILLIAM THOMPSOJi 3B GASSAWAY n . WILLIAM HENRY 98
. WILLIE 38 GASSOWAY,RUTB 16 GOODMAN,MARY 98
FRAUX.JOHN 93 GEN£INS,SALLEY li GOODRAH,BENNETT 28
FRANKLIN 96 GENTRY 22 SALLY 28
FRASKLIN,FRANCES 45 GENTRY,AMBROSIA 73 GORDOiI,MARY 56-57,60
. H T 11 . DON 48 GORIN, FRANKLIN 112
. JOEL 33 . DONALD 54 . ELIZABETH 63
. JOHN 92-93 . JAMES M 48 . EMMA 64
PRA2IER,JOSHUA 7 . JOHH 73 . FRAfiKLUJ 21,92
FREDERICK THE GREAT 67 . JOHN WALTER 46 . JAMES E 34
FREEMAN,CALEB F 32 . JiAE 73 . JAMES WILSON DR 63
. CALEB L 31-32,48 . ROBERT 48 . JOHN 93
. CARLOTTA VELNEA 33 . SBELTON 45 . MICHELLE 21
. CLARENCE ELLIOTT 33 GEORGE,ROBERT 67 . MICHELLE B 88,96
. BLI2A JAN£ DBLPa 11-32 GERALDS,BROCKET SARAH 46 . SAJJDI 14 44,92
. EUGENE M 32 GIBSON,JACOB 26 . SANDRA K 77-78
. PLORA BELLE BERRY 32 . JULIA DRANI 46 GOSJJEU, JOSEPH 11
. FRANK C 32 . MARY 28 GOTT,ANTHONY 46
. HARRIBTT BEU 33 GIU,ROBERT 27 . JESSE 46
. HATTIB 33 GILLENNATER 22 . LAURA BELLE 46
. JANJT S 33 GILLDCK^CHARLESB 51 . MARY 98
. JO ANN 48 . JAMES 51 . MARY POLLY FARMER 46
. JO AUN DAY 31 . JAH££ W 18 , RACHEL SHIPLEY 98
. JOHN RBDFORD 33 . LAWRENCE JR 51 . RICHARD 46
. JOHN WILLIAM 32,48 . MARTHA A 18 . SUTTON 46,98
. KITTIE B 32 . MARY A 18 . THOMAS 46
. LENA 48 . SLAVI GILBERT 17 . THOMAS J 98
.-LENA BERTHA 33 . SLAVE NANCY 17 . WILLIAM 46
. LUCJNDA LEN 32 GIST,JOSEPH 22 GRAHAM,WILLIAM 27
. LUCUDA LENA 32 GLAZEBROOK,ELIZABETH 17 GRAHLIN,RUBY ANN 38
. LYRA MAE 32 . MARJf 17 GRAVED,ELIZABETH 61
. MERRIMAN - . POLLEY JR 16 GRAY,SALLY 16
CRITTENDON THOM 31 . POLLEYSR li GRAYSOJi, WILLIAM 15,17
. MERRIMAN CRITTENTON 32 . SALLY 17 GREEK,ESTELLA 98
. MYRTLE BOWMAN 33 . SLAVE DICK 16 H B DR 8





. R F MD 112
. SUSANNAH 15
GROVER,
. HARRIET THOMPSON 32
. JOHN 32
. NETTIE MAY 12
GRUBBpJ 16
. JOHN 51
. SLAVE DANIEL 16



















. BETSEY COONEY 91
. BETSEY HAYS 91
. BETSY HAYS 91
. CALEB 90-91
. CHARITY 91
. D ! 55





. ELIZABETH HAYS 91
. ELIZABETH WICKLER 91
. ELMORE 40-41






, JAMES L 91
. J.OAUNA 91
. JOANNA LETTON 90
. JOHN 87
. JOHN C 91
. JUDY WOODSON 91
. LEONARD 90-91
. LEONARD I 87,90
. LEONARD II 91
. LEONARD III 55,91
. LUCY 55,92
. LUCY MIZE 91
. MAHLON 91
. MARGARET 28






. RALPH PETTY 91
. RICHARD 55
. RICHARD HAYS 92
. RUTH 90
. SALLY HUGHES 90
. SALLY SCOTT 91
. SARAH 91
. SARAH C HODGES 91
. SARAH F 91
. THEODOSIA CAVIN 91
. WINEFRED BARNETT 91
. WINHIE BARETI 31
. WINNY 91












. GEORGE (W) 73
. JAMES 72-73
. JAMES A 71
. JAMES T 99
. JEAN 72-73
. JNO 71
. JOEL Y 71
. JOHN 70,72,99
. JOHN A 71
, JOHN JR 71,73
. JOHN SR 72-73
. MARY E GARHON 99
. NANCY 71,77
. REBECCA 73
. RICHARD M J 71
. ROBERT 72-73




. SARAH ARTSRBURN? 70
. SIR ROBRT 72
. THOMAS JEFFERSON 71
. WILLIAM 99
. WILLIAM L 71
HAMMER,ENDEMIOUS B 46
. FIDELLIA 38
. FIDELLIA AMERICA 38
. JOHN SAM 38
. LOVELLEN 38
. HALISSA TI 38
. MARY ELIZABETH 38
. PETER H 38
. VIRGINIA MORRISON 38









. EZRA C 87
. FANNY HALL 87
. JOSEPHINE MANSFIELD 87







































































































. KBTURRAH PARRAR 61
. LEONARD 65























. DJlUaUA WISDOM iS
. JOHN 93
. MMY 36








. ANNA BRIDGES 51
. ELIZABETH 15
. PRANCES 15






. S » •11-12
. SARAH 65
. SLAVE TOBY 15
HONBYCUTT,ANDREW S H 98
. HARY CABLE 98
. SARAH H 98













. CYNTHIA DSNNISON 5
. ELIZ LILE 5
. ELIZ TROWBRIDGE 5
. imh HANCOa 5
. ELIZA WITHERS 5
, ELIZABETH 5















. MARTHA JANE FAULKNER 5
, MARTHA JANE HISER , 5
. MARY 6
. HARY ANN NORRIS 5





. NANCY ELIZABETH i
. MKCY HARRISON (
. NANCY TROWBRIDGE J ^
. NICHOLAS $ ®
. SALLY MOUSER 5
, SARAH 5




. HANNAH 49,85 .
. JOHN 3EN 16








. DIETRICH (TETER) K
. IDWAfiD «
. MARY RALESBACK 46
. NANCY COCHRAN «












. JAMES M M
. JANE D ^ 44
. JANE D PACE -46
. JOHN L 46
. MARGARET P 46
. PAT 46
. PERRY F 46
. THOMAS 46
I
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HUTCHEKS,(cont) . NANCY JANE QJ . ALLEN 17
. WILLIAM G 46 . RUHAKA ALLEN 9 . AMBROSE 30
. WILLIAM I DR 46 . SOLOMON 9 . ANDREW 17
HYEE,THOMAS £ 19 . SUS^iN DEAN 9 . ELIZA A 18
JACKSON,HICKORY 13 . SUSAN HOSKINS 9 , EZEKIEL H 16
MARY (HANNAH) 48 KEEN,ELIZABETH 99 . FRANCES 17
JACQUET,HIREILLB L 60 KEETH 8 , FRANCES A MANSFIELD 46
JAGGSRS.JEEEMIAfl 50 KEETH,ANDREW J 10 . JACKSON 18
. NATHAN 45,82 . FRANCIS MARION 10 . JANE 17
. NIMROD PORTER 84 . LIBBY CHARLTON 10 . JOHN 16
JAHES,JESSE 78 . LUCINDA 10 . JOSHUA 16
. SAMDEL 51 . SARAH 10 . JUDETH S 18
. SLAVE BUTTON 16 . SARAH SHITH-SHBLTOK 10 . JUDITH 17
JEFFERSON,JUDITH 61 KELLBY,JONOTHAN SR 25 . HALLIE 26
PRESIDENT 61 KELLY,ELVIRA 46 ,84 . HASSAH 46
JENSEN,JANET CRUSE 84-85 KENNEY.E L MD 98 . MELISSA A 18
. JANET LEE 45-46,49-50 KENSLOW,FRANCES 15 . PAHELIA 18
82 KEPPL£,QUINCY ELI 46 . PETER U
JOHNSON,JANE 66 KERCHEVAL,WILLIAM 27 . R H 17
. JOSEPH 1 SIDWELUJ D 7 . lACHEL 17
. LOUISE G 48 . JAKE HcMILLAN 45 . REUBEN 15-16
. S A 66 . JOHN 45 . SLAVE NED 17
JONES 21,46,112 . MARY LONG 45 . SLAVE POLLEY 17
JOKES,CHARLOTTE 37 . patricj: reenan 45 . SLAVE STEPHEN 16
. PRANCES YOUNG 40,51 . WILLIAH 45 . THOHAS 17
. JANE 16 KIGER 50 KIRKPATRICK 21,112
. LOGAN 38 KINCHELOW,HOLLY 25 KIRKPATRIK,HOSES 84
, MARION 37 KING 50 KLINE,PAT HUTCHBNS 46
. MARY BRIDGES 51 KING,ASA 69 LAFETTE,SIHON HENEY 46
. PERLINA 85 . CAROLINE - LAHBERT,MEREDITH 27
. WM 11 BRECKENRIDGB; 69 LAHPKINS,JOAN EDWARDS 48
JORDAN.AMEiICA CASDEN 62 . CHARLES 72 LANDRUM,SLAVE JOHN: 17
. CAROLINE 62 . EDGAR 69 . SLAVE HARY 17
. CHRISTOPHER C 62 . ELIZABETH PRIEST 69 . WILLIAM 51
. CLAY 2 . BLIZABTH CARRINGTON 69 LANE,WILLIAH 10
. EUZ4 i2 . ELU 69 LAPEADE.JANE 65
. HEZEKIAH 62 . PRANCES 69 . JOHN 65
. HEZEKIAH A 62 . GEORGE II 67 . SUSANNAH 65
. JAMES 62 . GEORGE THOMAS 69 LAUGHERY 96
. JOHN 62 . HENRY CLAY 69 LAVEL,WILLIAH 16
. MARY F 62 . JAHES 72 LAWSON,ROWENA 70
. MARY J 62 . JANE HENRY 49 LEAVEL,DOLLY 15
. HATTIE B 62 . JOHN 69 . J 15
. MILLY 62 . JOHN H 69 . JAHES 15,18
. MRTHA A 62 . JOHN E 75 . SLAVE DICK 15
. POLLY HURRELL 62 , MARY ANN LEWIS 69 LEE 96
. SAHUEL 62 . MARY BELLE 69 LEE,AHBROSB 93
. SAMUEL J 62 . MARY ELIZABETH 69 . H L 11
. SUSAN E 62 . THOHAS H 69 . HENRY J 10
. SUSAN F 62 . WILLIAH 69 . ISAAC B 10
. WILLIAM H 62 KINGERY,LEAN 84 . JOSEPH 27
JUDE,ELIZABETH 65 KINSER.FREDERICK 9 . KENNETH H 96
KEATH 8 . INAH 9 . PEGGY 26
KEATH, . SUSANNAH 9 . S Y 10
. CATHERINE WHITTLE 9 KINSLOE,AMBROSE 16 . THOMAS J 10
. DANIEL
. JOHN
9 , BARBARY 16 LEECH,BRICE T 112
9 . EZEKIEL 16 LEMONS,NOVA A 84-85
. JOHN JR 9 RINSLOW,ALANSON 18 LETTOK,CALEB 90
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LETTON,(coiltl . JOSEPHINE 87 . JOHN JACOB SR
. GRACE BDRIOJJ . XOLA lOUUG 14 . MICHAEL
. JOANNA 90 . VIRGIL H 14 . SARAH
LEVEL,BENJAHIU 16 MARKOVICH,JANE 50 . WILLIAM M
. SARAH A 17 MARSHALL 46 MINER,MATILDA
. TH0HA5 11 MARSHALL, MILU 64 MINICK,SAMUEL
LEWIS,C U MARTIN 84 MINOR,JOHN
. LDCim (LUCY) 49 MARIIU,ELIZABETH 6 MINTER,JAMES HUNDLEY
. MARY ANN 69 . ISAAC 44 . REBECCA FRANCES
. MSRINETHEi . JAHE5 R 38 BOWLES
. SLAVE R066IN 16 . LORETTA 78 . WILLIAM
. sniim 4S MARTINDALE.ELIZABEia 26 . WILLIAM H
1,IGGAN,J0HN N 65 MASTERS,ANNAH 84 MITCHELL
LILE.ELIi 5 KASTIN, linCHEU,AOAM
LINCOLN 50 ELIZABETH FORQORAN 90 . DICEY
LINCOLN,MARY TODD 24 MATTHEWS,ALLEM 93 . DICY
LLOYD,JOSEPH 7 . CATHERINE 84 . JAMES
LOCHRY,JEREMIAH 96 . ELIZABETH 17 , WANCEY
LOCK,JACOB 14 . ELIZABETH J 18 MIZE,LUCY
LOCKE,JACOB 2r,S6,U2 . ELIZABETH STRAWTHER 93 MOCABEE,HURT
LOGAN 42 . FLORANZA 18 MODY
LONDOJJ, . J 16 MONROE,MARTHA
SANDY SANDERSON 87,98 . JAMES 17,93 MONTAGUE,ANN B
LONG,ALEXANDER 10 . JANE 93 . C
. MARY 45 . JOHN 92-93 . SALLEY
, NICHOLAS S . JOSEPH K ai . SLAVE -PAUL
LOVE 96 . JULIAN 17 MOODY,DILEMA
LOME,LILLIE B 38 . LUCY JAUB BROWNING S3 . EDMOND
LOYD,ELIZABETH 64 . MARY 17 . JANE
. JAME5 B4 . SLAVJ DAJNEY 18 . WILLIAM
. JEMIMA 84 . SLAVE DANIEL 17 MOORE,
. KATHRYli 84 . SLAVE DILLEY 16 . ELIZABETH (PATSY)
. MARGARET 84 . SLAVE JACK 16 . G C
. MARTHA WYATT 84 . SLAVE LUCY 18 . JERMIAH 62,
. POLLY BAILEY 64 . SLAVE NANCEY 17 . MELISSA M
. SALLY ROHSEY 64 um 21412 . WEUSSA MILDRED
. SARAH 84 MAXEY,MARY ELLEN 64 . MILLEY •
. ^mm 84 MAYES,JOHN 6J] . ROBERT
. SUSAN BAILEY 84 MAYNER,RICHARD T 27 . SALLY GARVIN
. THOHAS 84 . HEPFOED.JOHN 27 MORAN,
, WILLIAM 84 MEGINES,DAVID 35 . ELIZABETH BALINE
LOYOJI, HIRAM I 17 HERCE£,JANB • 4 . EMILY
1UCAS,MRS 11 MERRITT,ELIZABETH 16 . PRICE P
. SILAS EMMETT JR REV 92 . MBTHMY,ELENDER 28 . ROBERT P
93 LUKE 28 , SLAVE EDMOS
LYLES,RICHARD 27 WIDDLETOU,CAROLINE 46 . WILLIAM
lYKN 50 . CATHERINE 46 . WILLIAM (ULIN?)
LYON.BENNET 88 . DICEY MITCHELL 84 MORGAN,JOHN H
. NANCY 88 . DICY MITCHELL 46 MORRIS,FRANCIS
. mQlMk P 18 . G W 46 JOHN
MADISON 64 . JOHN 46 MORRISON,HENRY CLAY
MAJOR 50 . MARY JANE 46 . JOSEPH
WAJOR,SUSANNA 62 . SAMUEL 46 . MARTHA
MANLn;££NJAHIlI 16 . SUSAN 46, . VIRGINIA
. GABRIEL G 15 . THOHAS 46,84 . WILLIAM B
. RACHEI IS MILLER,ASBUSY RALPH U MORjaSS,iLIZABBTH
MANSFIELD,BELLE K 46 . G M 7 JOHN
. FRANCES A 46 . GEORGE 93 HOSBY,SALLY
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HOSS,HARRIET F 63 . LEONARDER 25 . DAVID D 3
HOUSEJl.SAUY 5 . IBOUIDAS 25 . J M DR 3
MDLRY,J0H8 34 . LUCY ANN 98 . JACK 4
MUNDAY 96 , MARTIN 25 . JANE 3-4
MiJRPHY,J B 7 . MARY NUCKOLS 25 . JANE MERCER 4
KAOHI 25 . SAMUEL A 25 . JOHN 4
MURRAY,ELI 45 . SUSAN 25 . JOHN COL 3
HURRELL 18,93 , SUSAN NANCE 25 . LBVINA 4
MURRBLL,BETSBY 63 KBAVES,JOHN 62 . MARTIN 4
. ELIZA GARNBTT 63 NELMS 23 . NANCY 3-4
. ELIZABETH GORIN 63 NEVES,JOHN 62 . PERRY 3
. EMMA GORIK 64 NEWELL,JAMES 3 . REBECCA 3-4
. GEORGE 63 NEWELLB,MARGARET 4 . REUBEN 4
. H C 34 NEWMAN, ANN 48 . SAMUEL 4
. HARRIET F MOSS 63 NICHOLS,JOHN 85 . SARAH 4
. HELEN 63 . MARY A ROWNTREB 85 . W ALLEN 3
. HENRY C 64 . NANCY BURCH 85 . WILLIAM 3-4
. HEZEKIAH JR 65 . WILLIAM FRANKLIN 85 OWSLBY 42
. HEZEKIAH P 63 NICKBLL,JOE DR 24 PACE 96
. JAMES 63-64 NOBLETT,REBECCA 56 PACE.J B 14
. JANE LAPRADE 65 NORRIS,JANE 25 . JANE D 46
. JESSEY 63 . LAVUJA P 25 . LULA 14
. MARY BOHANNON 64 . MARY ANN 5 . WILLIAM 13
. MARY ELLEN MAJtBY 64 . SAMUEL 25 . WILLIAM INGRAH 20
. POLLY 62-63 NORVEL,EDMUND 16 PAGE 93
. ROBERT 65 NUBIA,BITHB 7 PAGE,DAVID G 10
. SAMUEL 62 63,93 NUCKOLD.E A 66 . JAMBS 48
. SAMUEL JR 63 NUCKOLS,ANDREW 65 . JOHN B 20
. SCHUYLER 65 . HBZBKIAH 64 . SALLY 48
. SUSANNAH 65 . MARY 25 . SALLY ROICE 48
. SUSANNAH PORYBAR 62 . MARY C 66 . SLAVE NANCY 17
. VICTORIA NUCKOLS 64 . SUSAN J FOSTER 64 PALMER,ALICE 26
. WILLIAM C 63 . VICTORIA 64 PARKER,BBTTIB 12
MURREY,LORBTTA MARTIN 78 . WILLIAM 65 ROBERT C 17
MUSTAIN.MRS 68 NUNN,LOUIE B 58 PARRISH 50,96
HcBEE,ISAAC 27 O'BANNON 50 PASCAL 50
McCALLJATHRYN LOYD 84 OAKES,DAVID 48 PATCHBTT,FRANCES DONAN 6
McCALLUM,WILLIAM J 46.84 . JAMES THOMAS 48 PATTERSON,EMMA JANE 22
McCANDLESS 50 . LIZA WILLIAMS 48 PAOLL,W E 76-77
McFARLAUD^J L 76 . POLLY ANN BOSTON 48 PAYEN.W J 46
McGINNIS,DAVID 35-36 OLDHAMS 77 PAYNE 62
McHATTOM.TflOHiS J 42 OLIPHANT,DANIEL S 15 PAYM.ANJALETTA 37
McKAY,JEREMIAH 67,70 . MARY 15 . BENJAMIN 10
. LYDIA WHITSON 67 . OBADIAH 15 . CATHERINE 98
. SARAH 67-68 . WILLIAM 15 . MARTIN 37
MCMILLAN,JANB 45 OLIVER,JRANCIS 48 , REUBEN 8
McHILLIN.JANB 48 . GEORGE - , W J 84
WILLIAM 48 W(ASflISGTON?) 48 PBARCB,JANE 49
JlcMILLINS 42 . KARY (HANNAH) - PBDEN 20,96,112
McQUOHN,WILL 1 JACKSON 48 PBDEN,EMMA 14
KABOR,BENNY 37 . WILHELMINAH SCOTT 48 . EVA 22
NANCE,CORDELIA 25 . WILLEY SCOTT 48 . HENRY C 96
. EDMOND P 25 ORR,SIMON 49 . T 13
. EDMOND R 25 OVERTON 50 PEDIGO,ALBERT W 98
. EDMONIA 25 OWEN,JOHN 27 . BILLIGENB 98
. EDMUND R 25 OWBNS,ANN CHESNEY 4 . BILLY J 88
. J H 25 . ftVY 4 . EDWARD 87
. LAUREL 25 . CLARENCE 4 . ELLEN DEPP 98
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P8DIG0,(cont) . MARY 'POLLY' HILSOH 68 . PETER 61-62
. ESTELLA GfiEEH Si . NARY ANN 85 . POLLY 65
. H H "BOCK" 98 . NATHANIEL 68 . POLLY LINSY HBBBBR 65
. HSMY C Si . nm <7-6«,70 . REBECCA 61,63
. HENRY MARION 98 . RICHARD 67 . REBECCA CARLETON 61
. KATIE 58 . SARAH HcKAY 68 . REUBEN 61
. LIZZIE 98 . SOPHIA 85 . ROBERT 62
. mi 98 . SDSAN 6j . S A JOHNSON 66
. TOM 98 . SDSANNAH 68 . SAHUEL , 60-61-62,66
. TONY Si . TEKPLi 85 .iARAH 60-61,63
PENN,GABRIEL 93 . THOMAS 67 . SARAH JANE 66
. GEOSGB 93 . THOMAS J1 67 . SARAH JANE (JENNY) 65
. HILLIAK 93 . WILLIAM 67-68 . SEYMOUR 61
PEKHINGTOH 12 PDLLIAK,MIRAH ICUCI) i . SUSAN ANN 66
PERKINS,CHARLES 25 PURYEAR.ALPHEOUS HAY 66 . SUSAN J 'GBNNBTT .
. ELI^ABm 25 . m 66 -WALDRO 66
. HENRY 25 . ANN ELLIS 65 . SUSAN HURRELL 65
. JAUSS 25 . ANN B £6 . SUSANNA MAJOR 62
. JOSIE 25 . BENJAMIN F 66 . SUSANNAH 62-63,65
. BlICY 25 . BMJAJtIN HUGHS {3 . THOMAS 61,66
. NANCY VELUZAT 25 . E A NDCKOLD 66 . THOMAS HULL 65
PERSIN S3 . EDHAID C 66 . THOMAS M 66
PETIT 50 . ELIZABETH 61 65-66 . HILLIAM 61-62,65
PHILIPS,iRAKCS5 30 . EUZAim HENLEJ 61 . HliUAM L 66
PHILLIPS,ELIZABETH 61 . ELIZABETH HUGHES 63 PYLB 78
. HANNAH GDAH 30 . ELIZABETH JACKSON 61 PYLE.IRMA JEAN ADAMS 78
. TOBIAS 30 . ELLIS 63 . JAMBS NEWTON 22
PHIIiPOTT, . FRANCES 62 . JEAN 22
. CAITLIN ELIZABETH 44 . GERTRUDE HENLEY 66 QUARLBS,JAMES 72
. CARDl ASH CART 44 . HEZEKIAH 61-62 QUICK,ALLEN 49
. JOSHUA ROSS 44 . HEZEKIAH SR 63 . ISABELLA 49
pma.JAiis 49 . JAMIS 61 . MARIA SAHAH 49
PIERSON,HARY 46 . JANE 61,66 RAGSDALE,ANTHONY 85
PINKSTON 78 . JANE HOLHAN 66 GABRIEL 85
PIPPIN,AKK HAMILTON 77 . JANE JOHNSON 66 RAJEWICH,KATHY 24
PITCEFORD 98 . JGSSi £6 RA1ESBACK,TO 46
PITCHFORD,JBANETTA C 98 . JOHN 60-61-62 RALSTON.A B 13
PLANT,THORNTON 25 . JOIN JAMES 61 . D 13
PLEASANTS,DANIEL G 65 . JOHN S 66 . EMILY 17
. msm 65 . JOHN THOMAS 61 . JAMES 16
. JOSEPH 65 . JOSEPH 65 . JESSE 13
. mx EUDOSIA - . LUCY SMITH 61 . JOHN 13
GUERRANT 65 . MARGARET BOWLES 66 . JOHN T 18
POP£ 21,112 , MARTHA (PATSEY) 65 . JOSEPH 14
POTTER,CHARLES 33 . MARY 61 , LEON 13
POTTS,THOMAS 33 . MA£Y (POLLY] - . HALINDA 17
POWELL,THOMAS 93 ROUNTREE 63 . MARIA A 18
POYNTEi, HERWOJi hS . MARY AMANDA 61 . MARY 17
PRESTON 62 . MARY ANN (POLLY) 65 . MARY F 18
PRESTON,COL 3 . MARY C NUCKOLS 66 . MATILDA 17
PREWITT,HILLEY 98 . MARY E 66 . OLIVIA 18
PRirE.CAPIAUi 33 . MRY EUIS 63 . JIOBERT n
PRIEST,ELIZABETH 67-69 . HILLY WINN 62 . SARAH A 18
. FRANCES 68 . NANCY BOTTOMS 60 . SA£AH £ 18
. GEORGE 67 -68 . NANCY HEKLEY 66 . SLAVE ELIZABETH 18
. JM£5 a . jiANCY n mm 63 . sun EHILY 18
. LYDIA 68 . NANCY KESTLY 65 . SLAVE JANE 18
. MARY 67 . NOBLIN 65 . SLAVE MARGARET 17-18
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RALSTON,(contl , WILLIS 16 RUTHERFORD,DOLORES 20
. SLAVE N0C5f n-18 . WILLIS BUSH 13 . DOLORES C 45,48
. SLAVE PHEBE 18 RENFROW,JESSE 14 . WILLIAM K 70
. SLAVE RACHEL 18 KENICK 112 RUTLBDGE,PEARL 98
. SLAVE REOBEN 16 RENICK,HENRY 91 RYAN,MAJOR 16
. SLAVE SUSANNAH 17 SAMUEL 90 SANDERS,ELIZA 17
. THOMAS 13 RENNICK 21 . HENRY 16
, WALLACE 2 U REYNOLDS,AARON 23 . HIRAM 17
. ZURELLA R 18 . JOHN 23 . JOHN 16-18
RATEINS 50 . MEREDITH SAMPSON 23 . JOSEPH 17
RAT,CATHARINE 23 . T T 34 . MARTHA 17
JOHN SR 23 , VINCENT 23 , HARY F 18
REA 23 RHEA 23 . MICHAEL 16
READ 62 RICH,J D 14 . ROBERT 16
READ,S80RGE » 33 RICHARDSON,SUSANNAH 85 . SARAH 18
MARSHALL 33 RICEEY 98 . SUSAN E 18
REASON,MICHAEL 31 RICHEY,FANNY 14 . WILLIAM MRS n
REAY 23 ROBERT 13 SANDERSON,
BEDFORD 22 RIDDLE,HERBERT C 38 . BELINDA BLIZABSTE 69
RSDPORD,CAROLINE 48 RITCHEY
CO
. CATTIE LEE 69
REDMAN,ALMA 40 RITTER,BERCHIB REID 51 .. EDWARD D 98
REID,BERCHIE 51 . GLENN D 51 . EDWIN BRECKSNRIDGE 69
REMER,JAMES E 60 . VIRGINIA 51 . FRANCIS D 98
. JAMES E 60 ROBERTS,DRURY 6 . JOHN 98
. MIREILLE L JACQUET 60 ROBERTSON,ELIZABETH 46 . JOHN D 98
RENEAD.HARTHA P 52,87-88 MARTHA 98 . JOHN KING 69-70
RENFRO,ANN MARIA 18 ROBINSON,ELIZABETH 46 . JUDITH DAVIS 98
. EASTHER 15 SARAH ELIZABETH 98 . LUCINDA 98
. ELIZABETH 17 RODES 62 . NATHANIEL TERRY 69
. HARRIET 17 RODES,J 16 . ROBERT MOSELEY 69
. HENRY 16 SLAVE CASSULA 16 . SANDY 87,98
. HETTY 17 . KODSE.J 16 . WILLIAM 98
. HUBERT UNDERWOOD 26 SLAVE JUDITH 16 . WILLIAM MARTIN -
. J SR 17 R0GE8S 62,96 WILSON 69
. JESSE 13,15 ROGERS,ELIZABETH 29 SANDUSKY,ANDREW 51
. JOHN H B 16 . HENRY C 76 SARTIN 50
. JOHN JOSEPH BARBIE 25 . SLAVE BOB 18 SATER,KATIE 51
. JOSEPH 25 . WILLIAM 29 SCOTT,SALLY 91
. JOSEPH R 18 ROICE,SALLY 48 . WILHELMINAH 48
. JOSEPH RALSTON 25 ROS£,AJiTHUR MRS 73 . WILLEY 48
. JOSHUA 17 JIOSS, ELIZABETH 15 SCRIVENER,ESTHER 18
. JULIAN H 18 JESSIE SCURRY 61 . ISAAC M 17
. LALLIE BELL 25 ROUNTREE.MARY (POLLY) 63 . JAMES M 17
. LUCINDA 13 ROUSSEAU,VIVIAN 1,78 . JAMES W 16
. HARY 17 R0WNTRE8 96 . JOHN H 16
. MATILDA 17 ROWNTREE,MARY A 85 . SLAVE GEORGE 17
. MOLLY KINCHELOW 25 . SAMUEL 85 . THOMAS T 18
. NANCEY 17 . SUSANNAH RICHARDSON 85 SCRIVNEEJLIZABETH 18
. NANCY 12-13 ROWSEY,DELILAH 46,84 . ELIZABETH ANN 18
. POLLEY 15-16 . ELIZABETH B4 . ESTHER ANN 18
. R A 17 . SALLY 84 . JOHN B 18
. SARAH A 18 ROWSLEY,DELILAH 46 . JOHN H 15
. SLAVE ANTHONY 16 ROYALTY, . JUDITH 17
. SLAVE MILLY 17 AUGUSTINE WARDER 44,49 . NANCY n
. SUSAN 18 RUBIN,LOUIS D JR 70 . SARAH 17-18
. SUSIE 26 fiUSH.AZEi 23 SEIIU.ANGEilNE F 18
. TABITHA 18 H W 1 . ELIZABETH C 17
. WILLIAM 16 RUSSELL 50 , GEORGE H 17
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SETTLE,(contl . PEGGY 8 STEAWTHBR,ELnSBBTH 93
. Skim 16 . JlOBBJil 49 STRODE,SQUIRREL 7
. SIHON 15.18 . SAMOEL 2? SUDDARTH.JOHH 27
SHADES,™ . THOMAS J 49 SUMMERS 50
SHARP SO . WASHINGTON 16 SYRES,NANCY 85
SHAB 26,^9 . WILLIAM 49 TANRERSLEY,BECKY 98
SHAW,JAMES BOLTON 44 SMITH-SHELTON,SARAH 10 TARTER,JENNIE B 85
SHSm.MAJUHi 11 SMOOTJERA 3 TATE,SAMUEL 3-4
.SHELBY,ISAAC 56 SMOTHERS 78 TAYLOR 96
SHERBURR£«JANES 2i SNAVELEY,CHRISTEBN Si TAYLDJi.J M 13
NANCY 24 SNEAD,B 16 . JOHN W 7
SHIPLEY, . SARAH n -18 . MAYMIE 14
. MILLEY PREKITT 98 . SLAVE ROSE 16 TEPTELLER,HESTER 98
. NATHAJIIEL ^8 SOLLOMON.ALEXANBEit U IEmLL,JOHN 45
. RACHEL 98 SOUTHERN,ELBABOR 30 TERRY 93
SHIPP,AAfiON LEB 44 . THOMAS 30 TEMY, EDWIN BURCH 92
SHIRLEY,J R 37 . WINIFRED 30 . W SAM IV 24
. JAMES 2J SPEAH,ABRAHAM 55 . W SAMUEL IV 40
. WILLIAM A 23 . BENJAMIN 99 THOMAS,ADAM 11
SHOJ1T,JO0 i . ELIZABETH OEU 99 . £ D 11
. MARY 46 . ELIZABETH STEBLMAN 99 . GEORGE 10
. 4 . HHmN 99 . JAMES 25
. WESLEY 3-4 . J J B 7 THOMERSON,FLOYD 51
SHREVE 51] . JOHN 55 . LOUISE 69
SHULTS,SARAH 99 . JOSEPH 99 . VIRGINIA RITTER 51
sim.raa 85 . WUY ANN 55 THOMPSON,ANN 78
SIMMONS,CLYDB CLAYTON 73 . MARY SP80WSL 99 . ELIZABETH 55
. JAMES ,52-53 . NANCY L 95 . HANNAH HOWARD 49
. JENNY 52 . RICHARD 99 . HARRIET 32
. JIKHY 53 . SARAH SHULTS 95 . HENRY 55
SIMPSON,H M 41 . WILLIAM 99 . JAMES 55
SREENS.JOE I 24 . WILLIAM H 95 . JOHN 55
SKEGGS 56 SPILLMAN,H B 53 . KEN 24
SK£GG£,ESi{iUf SI . NAOIII HONAHJ) 49 . MARY 55
SKIPWORTH,AHY 29 . WILLIAM L 53 . MARY A ELIZABETH 98
. DIAJIi 2S SPORE,HELEN 50 . PHOEBA 26
. HENRY SIR 29 SPR0»EL,HARY 99 . SARAH 55
. THOMAS Sn XEMPi 29 STATOH,SALLY 49 . TABITHA 55
SUDG]!TSR,R!,TflS 55 SARAH 49 . WADDY 93
. ELIZA 55 STEATON,SALLY 49 . WflU 58
. GABRIEL 55 SARAH 49 . WILLIAM 49,55,85
. JACOB 23 STBBNBERGEN,JULIAN Q 5i . WINP02D A 26
. NANCY 55 STEENBDRGEN,CHARLES 35 THRELREL,PETER 15
. OSCAi 55 , 36 THRDCRMOJITON,
. PHILLIPS 55 . R P 36 ELIZABETH 29
. THOMAS 55 STEfPaY,LDTJTIA M 18 TINSLEY 98
SLEHHONS 96 SARAH 18 TINSLEY,ISAAC 93
SMITH,ANN 11 STEPHENS, SAUY 24 SLAVE PATTY 17
. ELIZABETH 17 STEVENS,HESTER 50 TODD,MARY 24
. EPHRAIU 16 STIDHAU 5J} TOTTY,
. JOHN CLARK 49 STINSON,LAWRENCE 38 . ELIZABETH CARTER 82
. JO0 M 49 STIRRETT,ELIZABETH 63 . BETTJE CARTER 82
. KATIE SATER 51 STOCKTON 96 TOHNER,DOLORES 54
. iMum M iTOaTOU, . mORES "JACRIE" 87
. LDCY 61 . ELIZABETH - . DOLORES (JACRIE) 5
. mi 4S MASTINDALE 26 . JIORMAN m 90
. MATTHEW 28 . THOMAS 26 TEABUB,BBNORA 34
. PARMBLIA 28 STONE,MARY DRAME 46 TRACY,ELIZABETH 99
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TRACY,(contl . ELIZABETH V . WILLIAM 46
. BRASHDS 35-36,99 LAWRENCE 49 WELSHIRE,HANNAH 17
. EVAN 99 . JAMES 49 WBST 84
. FEBE 99 . JAMES S 49 WEST.H P 10
. ILBKE 99 . JIM 3 . JAMES 50
. ISAAC 99 , JIM BOSS 49 . SARAH 50
. JESSE 99 . MARY FRANCES UNE 49 . SARAH BRASHIER 50
. HANCY 99 . NANCY WILLIAM 49 WBSTBRFIELD,ISAAC DR 69
. NELLY 99 . OBADIAH 20 WHBALER,ELIZABETH 15
. REBEKAH 99 . RACHEL K HOFFMAN 49 JOHN 15
. TIMOTHY 99 . WILLIAM B 49 HHBBLBR,ANKEY 16
TRICE,TANDYH 48 «AGGENER,L A 74 . CLARENCE 11
TRIGG,A 17 LBWIS A 76 . HENRY 99
. H 15 WAGGONER,A G 7£ . ISAIAH 99
. HANNAH 17 WALDROP, . J 15
. MILLEY 17 SUSAH J "GENNETT" 66 . JOSHUA 99
. SALLEY U WALKER,SCOTT 74,76 . LDCINDA 17
. SLAVE ANN 15 WALLACE,BEMJAHIJ) 42 , MALINDA 17
TROKBRIDGB,ELIZ 5 . MICHAEL DR 42 . MARSHALL R 99
NANCY 5 . KANCEY 15 . MICAGAH 16
JIIBBS,JAMBS CAPIAIH 74 . SLAVE DANIEL 15 . RALPH 99
75 . WILLIAM 15 . SARAH 78
TUCKER,ELIZABETH J 42 WALLING,JOHH 7 . SLAVE AARON 17
TDNSTAL, WARD 26 . SLAVE ANGELBHE 18
. ELIZABETH YOUNG 49 WARDER,AUGUSTINE 44 . SLAVE HILLY 15
. JAKE PEARCB 45 . PRANCE5 ELUOIT 49 . SLAVE SARAH 17
. JANE PIERCE 49 . JOSEPH JR 44 . SLAVE TOM 17
. JOSEPH 49 . POLLEY 15 . WILLIAM E 16
. LEONARD 49 . WALTER 15 WHITE,ELIZABETH 15.18
TURLEY.SARAE AM GO . WILLIAM J 49 . EMERY 112
TURNER,D 16 . WILLIAM J JR 49 . EMERY H 21
. DABNEY 15 HARLICK,JUDSON 61 . MARGARET SYMPSON 70
. LUCINDA U WATRINS,SHERRY F 46 . POLLY 70-71
. SLAVE GILBERT 16 WATSON,MICHAEL 80 . THOMAS 70-71
THYHAN 53,96 WATTS,BENNETT 55 WHITEHEAD,S N 7
TWYMAH,ELY 54 . CRENSHAW 55 WHITLE B
. JOSEPH 54 . ELIZABETH 55 WHITLOW,ANNE 25
. WILLIAM 54 . HARRIETT 55 . HENRY 10
UNDERWOOD,JAMES H 25 . JOHN 55 . PLEASANT SR 20
VANCE.J HOOD JR 1 . SARAH 55 WHITNEY 48,98
. J WOOD MRS 51 . WILLIAM 55 WHITNEY,CHARLES B 19
. JAMES WOODPORD 51 WEBB 43J6 WHITSON,
VANZANT,GARRET 28 WEBB,ALICE 38 . AGNBSS COLLINS 41
MARGARET 28 . LOREN J 51 . CHARLES 42
YBLUZAT,NANCY 25 . MONROE J 51 . CLAYBOURNE MALONE 41
VIBBSRT,GEORGE 84 WBBBBR.MARY WOOLFORK 65 . DEBORAH 41
VORIS,HAZEL 98 . NANCY M 63 . E R 41
WADDLE,DAVID 45 . PHILLIP 65 . ELIZABETH J TUCIER 42
NATHAN 45 . POLLY LINSY 65 . BMELINE CALDHELL 41
WADE 1 . WILLIAM REV 65 . ISOBBL 42
«ADE,AUGUSTIN 49 HELLS,ABNER 46,84 . JAMES 84
. BALLINGER 49 . ANN H 45 . JAMES P 42
. DAVID 49,85 . ANNA H 48-49 . JOHN 64
. DAVID S 2-3 . DELIUH ROHSEY 4i . nm 41
. DEBORAH BUTTON 49 . DELILAH ROHSLEY 46 . L B 41
. DEIDAMIA STEWART 49 . J H 48 . LYCURGl'S 41
. DOROTHY B 49 . MABEL SHELBY 52 . LYDIA 67
. ELIZABETH 49 , MARY ELIZABETH 46 , MAHALA (ALEY) -
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HHITSON,(cont) . JAMBS GREENUP 26 . WILLIAM I 16
FIELDS U . JENNIE 6 TARIER 85 WISDOM,BENJAMIN 10
. HARINDA 41 . JOHN 26 . DRUCILLA 46
. MAHilA •MATTI8' - . UU 4^ . JOSEPH 10
WILLIAMS 42 . MARTHA "MATTIE" 42 WITHERS,ELIZA 5
. HARVINS 84 . MILLARD IHOKAS 85 MARY 5
. NANCV 41 . NORRIS 26 WOOD,ANDERSON 44
. iAMLU AiifTRIJilfi - . mLINA JONES 85 . JfiSSE 98
HOOLSE 41 . POLLY (MARY) - . LENNIE 98
. SARAH J 41 Hawkins 26 . LEWIS 37
. STEPHEN 41 . SETH 26 . REBECCA BARNS 98
. snn H . SITHA 26 . aUTB BRIDGES 51
. SUSAN 41 . VINCENT TAYLOR 26 . SALLEY 16
. SUSAN C HINU 41 . WASHINGTON 50 WOODARD,RICHARD 91
. SUSAN WINN 84 . WILLIAM SCOTT 26 WOODSON,BENJAMIN 62
. WILLIAM LEOHARfl a . WILLIAM WOODfORC 85 JUDY 91
WHITTLE 10 WILLIAMSON,JAMES 28,90 WOODWARD,NATHANIEL 65
WHITTLE,ANN ELIZA S NAKCY 28 WOOLFORK,™ 65
. CATHERINE 9 WILSHER 50 WOOLSEY,
. JOilN LiVI J Mlim 2041^ PARHELIA AKG£LINS 41
. JOSEPH 9 WILSON,DeWAYNE 43 WOOTEN 22
. LUCINDA S . ELmSETH 46,64 WOfiXMAN,INFANT SON 88
. NANCY 9 . JOSHUA 84 . M G 88
. PKISi 9 . MARY "POLLY* 68 , M H 68
. SUSAN INAH 9 WININGSR,CHRLBS 89 . THOMAS OWBN 9
. SUSANNAH 5 WINN,"AUNT NAN" 13 WRIGHT,ELIZABETH 50
WHITTON,WILLIAM 91 . ANN 66 . JOHN 66
WIU1E£,MUJHI2 5 U . ANKA 15 . JOSEPH 27
WILiiSLM.BRAK 50 . BENJAMIN F 17 WYATT,MARTHA 84
. DAVUJ 50 . E D 17 WYNN,AC1ES 25
. BLIZABBTH WRIGHT 50 . ELIZABETH 17 YOKELY.J W 7
. MARY 5^ , J M YOUNG, RI,T2AflETH 49
WILLAUGHBY.A J 88 . JESSE DURRETT 23 . FRANCES 51
. BJ)WARD A 88 . JOHN 6: . GEORGE 16
. ELIZABETH ? 88 . JOHN E 15-16 . GEORGE C 14
. J S 88 . JOHN a 17 . JOHNNIE 12
, MARTHA A 88 . LAFAYETTE 16 . KITTIB A 69
WILLHITS.A J 81) . . MARTBA A 18 . lOLA 14
WILLIAM 50 . MARY BOWLES . 62 . LOVE 12
WILUAMS 9i . MARY JANE IS . NANCEY 15
WILLIAMS, . H4RYB 17 . PERRY 12
. WILLUM {buck: 85 . MILLY 62 . PHILLIP 49
. ALLEN 26 . NANCY REHFRO 12-13 . POLLBY 15,17
. BIIL . NNCY 17 . REUBEN 15
. BO{)KBR 11 . SLAVE AARON 15
. tORA ELIZABETH - . SLAVE ESTHER 18
CLARK 26 . SLAVE ISAM 15
. emu 24 . SLkU JAa 17
. CYNTHIA 26 . SLAVE LUCY 18
. ELIGAfl 16 . SLAVE STARLING U
. ELIJAH 41 . SLAVE VINEY 18
. £LU CLARl 2i . miiM U
. ELLA LEE 85 . SUSAN 84
. EMILY 17 . SUSAN C 41
. HARDIN 27 . T 15-16
. EEST^ aifVMS 5(1 . ims 15-16,18
. JAMBS ALBERT 26 . H K 17











Membei vhip is .,pcn to anyone interested in the liiston of the South Central Kentucky
area, centering around Banen County. Annual dues are $10.00.
traces, the Socictj's quarter!) publication is received by all members. It is published
seasonally; Spring, Summer, Fall and Winter. Members joining during the vear will
receive the past issuesof that year.
Contribution, are earnestly solicited. Family genealogies, marriages, Bible, will and
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